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TAN SRI HAMID & COMMON LAW
Whether we have a distinctive Malaysian common law is not as crucial as whether
our laws are just and our judges honest says CHANDRA MUZAFFAR

LIRAN is astonished by the
vagueness of the Lurd
President's (LP) recent remarks on the role of tl1e English
common law 111 our courts.
TllC LP has failed to explain
which aspects of Englisl1 common
law are inappropriate for our legal
system. Which are the principles of
English common law that are
anti-thetical to our "own principles,
such as the Rukunegara "? Are there
certain values underlying cerlain
prbtc1ples in the common law
wh1ch go against our own value
system?
Tan Sri Hamid Omar must be
more specific and more precise
a hour what should be left out from
EngUsh common law and what are
those local values and lbcaJ
principles which will guide the
evolution of our own common
law. As long as his own thinking is
fuzzy and murky. it will not be
possible to conduct a rational
discourse with the public on this
important question of what should
be the basis of our legal system.
How can the LP talk of our own
com mon Jaw when the prerequisite
for the development of ideas
namely, intellectual clarity - is
missing.
He has of course alluded to "the
country's laws" being "based on its
own principles such as the Rukunegara." The R.ukunegara itself, as
the LP must know, embodies many
universal values and principles
which are by no means peculiar to
Malaysia. There is nothing local
about the "Belief in God" for
instance. It is an eternal, universal,
spiritual principle. Similarly, the
Rukunegara explains the principle

Tan Sri Hamid calls for a common law, but of greater importance is
whether our judges are honest and upright.

of the Rule of Law in a manner
that would be acceptable to most
other democratic countries. It says
clearly that "the Rule of Law is
assured by the exi$tence of an independent judiciary with powers to
pronounce on the constitutionality
and legality or otherwise of
executive acts." This truth about
how the rule of law is protected is
neither Malaysian nor English. It is
universally valid.
Indeed, the very goals of the
Rukunegara are irrefutably universaL The Rukunegara seeks to
create a united , democratic, just,
liberal and progressive society.
None of these aspirations is uniquely Malaysian or peculiarly local. If
anything, some of these aspirations
- like a liberal, democratic society
-- are the prod.ucts of certain trends
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in Western civilisation of the iast
two centuries or so. Even the
R ukunegara's explanation of what
constitu tes a just society with the
emphasis upon "a just and equitable distribution of the nation's
wealth" has been influenced to an
extent by certain social democratic
values which developed in the
modern West.
However, these values have
become truly universal. They are no
longer the exclusive property of the
West. After all, there are certain
other yalues and ideals pertaining to
freedom and justice which originated in the non-western civilisations
that have become part of man's
universal heritage. lslan:t. like other
·civilisations, has contributed substantially to humankind in this
manner.

It is important that the LP
appreciates lhis process of growth
and evolution of values and
principles and the laws that embody these values and principles
before he seeks to develop "our
own Malaysian common law." Even
our own Rukunegara , as we have
shown, is a child of all sorts of
influences - universal, Western,

non-Western, Malaysian, etc. The
laws that are practised in Malaysia
today are very much in the same
mould. They have been shaped by
historical
and
contemporary
processes, Western and Jslamic
thought, English and Malaysian
norms. Most of all, our laws, like
laws in other countries, have been
influenced by the interests and
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ideologies of particular groups,
classes and communities.
In the ultimate analysis what is
really important is not whether we
have a
distinctive
Malaysian
common law but whether our Jaws
are just and fair and our judges are
honest and upright.
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values.
Although the Common Law had
its origins in England, it is not
distinctively English or British. It
represents the distiUed experience
of centuries in dealing with human
nature and human affairs which are
the same worldwide. The value of
this corpus of experience has been
recognised by very many countries
in every continent to which the
Common Law has spread over the
last two to three centuries and
where it has been applied.

he Lord President was recently reported in the Press as
having stated that the Conference of Judges will be meeting in
June for the purpose, among other
things, of looking at British
Common Law to find what can be
adapted and modified for the
formulation
of a
Malaysian
Common Law. The Lord President
was also reported to have said that
the formulation of a Common Law
for use in our courts will be based
on local rather than "British''
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It is a common heritage which
we share with countries as diverse
as Pakistan, Bangladesh, lndia, Sri
Lanka, Singapore, Hong Kong, •
Zimbabwe, Nigeria (and many
other African countries), Australia,
New Zealand, Fiji and Seychelles
and others forming part of the
Commonwealth, and even with the
United States. The vast range of
human affairs encompassed in its
scope makes the Common Law an
invaluable and ready-made guide to
judges and lawyers alike in the
pursuit of a common goal - to do
justice.
It is much more flexible than
legislation. The same legislation
would be inappropriate for all the
countries mentioned, taking into
account their differing circumstances; but each country has been able
to build on the Common Law and
develop it in a way which suits its
circumstances. This, in fact, is what
the Judiciary in Malaysia has been
doing since the Common Law was
applied by section 3 of the Civil
Law Act, 1956, which itself states
that the Common Law and rules of
equity are to be applied "so far as
the circumstances of the States of
Malaysia and their respective inhabitants permit and subject to
such qualifications as local circumstances render necessary."
Thus, whenever a novel situation
has arisen, the courts in Malaysia
have often examined the Common
Law as practised in different jurisdictions in order to determine the
solution best suited to this country
and decisions of courts in such
countries as Pakistan, India,
.
.
.
RaJ·a At.lZ. Ad druse on common Srngapore,
Australia and the Umted
law: Any change should be made States have from time to time been
only after wide consultation and cited to and considered by Malayprofound study.
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sian courts.
Our adoption of the present
system of law has made Malaysia
part of the Common Law tradition.
It is a system which' is recognised.
over most of the world. With
respect to mercantile law, which is
particularly important to Malaysia's
commercial and trade relations with
other countries, such a system
provides assurance to those who
deal with us. It regulates m.atters
such as international loans, guarantees, letters of credit, banking,
contractual relations, and a whole
series of rights and obligations, too
numerous to list.
The Lord President was also
reported to have stated that the
move to formulate a Malaysian
Common Law was consistent with
current ·efforts by the Government
to amend the Civil Law Act, 1956,
and reference was made to section
3 of the Act. If the amendment
proposed is to section 3 (which
applies to Malaysia "the Common
Law of England and rules of equity
as administered in England on the
7th day of April, 1956" ) by the
deletion of the words "of England''
and the words "as administered in
England on the 7th day of April,
1956", the Bar Council is all for it.
As mentioned above, the Common
Law is now of almost world-wide
application that it is probably an
anomaly to continue to identify it
with England. Likewise our courts
should be free to apply the rules of
equity without any restriction
being imposed on them.
Any change which goes beyond
that referred to above could have
far-reaching
consequences
on
. society and our system of law and
could be a cause of considerable
concern to all those who have
invested or might be thinking of
investing in this country. Any
change of that sort, if contemplated, should, in view of the repercussions, only be made after the
widest consultation, and profound
study. It is not a matter which the
Judges, on their . own, or the
Government,
unilaterally , can
determine upon .
•
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CARRYING
THE dOKE TOO FAR!
Dr Mahathir's UMNO is a toddler.

YfM Tunku Abdul Rahman
ccording to Datuk Mohamed
Rahmat,
UMNO
Secretary-General,
the
Prime Minister will be addressing a
mammoth gathering of 500,000
members outside the Istana Besar
grounds on May 11, 1989. This is
to mark the anniversary celebration
of UMNO ami it will start off with
the hoisting of ttie party flag by
UMNO Youth and Wanita Chiefs.
after which Mahathir will address
the gigantic rally never before seen
or known in this country.
UMNO was born 43 years ago on
May 11, 1946, at lstana Bcsar,
Johore Baru. when the charter for
its formation was approved. The
meeting was opened by the Tunku
Mahkota of Johore, the late Sultan
Ismail, and Datuk Onn was elected
president. A committee was also
formed to draft rules and by-laws
of the party and it decided to ask
the rulers to lodge their protest
against the Malayan Union plan.
Three UMNO leaders · Datuk Onn,
Datuk Panglima Bukit Gantang and
myself . were appointed to protest
in England. The colonial government however, dec1ded that the
delegation should not go but that
every effort must be made to settle
the question of the Malayan Union
here.
On July 24, 1946, the rulers
were invited to King's house (the
Governor's residence) by Sir
Edward Gent, the governor of the
Malayan Union, to discuss the
proposal made by the rulers and
UMNO. A comr:nittee appointed
consisted of five members on behalf
of the British Government, four
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representatives of the rulers a11d
two of UMNO · Datuk Onn and
Datuk Abdul Rahman bin Mohamed Yasin·. Mr. D.C. Watherson
was appointed secretary.
This committee met twice in
1946 from August 6-16 and again
from September 6-28. It was
adjourned to allow the rulers and
the Malay leaders to study the
recommendations of the commit·
Lee after which they met again on
October I I and aujourned for
further consultations with the
rulers and possibly the UMNO
members. Then on November II a
proposal was put up and signed a
week later on November 18 under
which eacll State and Settlement
woul~ have its fights spelt out in
the Sta t~and Settlement constitutions. It was provided that ultimate
independe11ce was the aim of this
proposal. But how and when this
would be worked ouL would be
mentioned later. It was agreed to
call this new government The
Federation Of Malaya .
l was opposed" to this so-called
"amicable
settlement"
and
decided to give up politics for good
measure. I left the country at the
end of November 1946 for England
to finish my bar examination. I
arrived there on December 26,
1946. By that Lime The Federation
Of Malaya Government had been
formed. Few Malays were chosen as
high officials and MCS officers:
Oatuk Onn was then a member of
the special cabmet. This·is the fust
chapter on our road to independence.
Now it is claimed that the new
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UMNO formed by Dr. Mahathir to
build up his own parry , his own
in1age and his own government is
the UMNO which was formed in
Joh01 Baru 43 years ago, and they
arc going ahead with the object of
glorifying their role as the builders
of this nation. Tlw. to my mind tS
carrying the joke too far. lp the
first place they were only schoolboys, and some were not yet born
when the formation ofUMNO took
place in 1946.
UMNO 46 was fonneu by the
people representing the Malays
throughout the length and breadth
of Malaya on their own free will
anu patriotic desire to be free .
All the Malay leaders were sworn to
flgh t for freedom and to give the it
undivided loyalty to Malaya ,
and that everyone was entitleu to
live as free and indepemlent men
and women .
The present UMNO of Dr
Mahathir was formed through hk
own connivance to take over power
after he had been discredited as
UMNO leader at the UMNO
General assembly 1987.
Tengku Razalcigh and his comrades applied for UMNO Malaysia
to be registered on 8.2.88 but it
was rejected on the grounds tl1at
UMNO still existed. Meanwhile Dr
Mahathir submitted his application
on 13.2.88 as "UMNO BARU" and
it was approved on 15.2.88. The
Registrar of Societies approved it
on condition that this new party
must use the word "BARU". Wtth
·this advantage they opened up new
branches.
Then the gazette notification

No.251/88 dated February 1988
dropped the word " BARU'' and
when protests were made to the
court by two former UMNO
members, Acting Chief Justice Tan
Sri Hashim Yeop Sani ruled them
out of order, and so UMNO was
allowed to be used by the new
party against the terms and conditions of its registration.
It is obvious to all that Dr
Mabathir and his undemocratic
party have deceived the people of
Malaysia by changing UMNO
BARU to UMNO to suit their own
ends and now they have the cheek
and the impertinence to iake over
the role of UM\10 46 when its laws
and constitution are diametrically
opposed to the old UMNO. It is
obviously clone to deprive Tengku
Razaleigh and his comrades from
using UMNO 46 as their base of
operation.

Any man with a11y honesty and
sense of fairness will know from the
first - word he reads in the old
UMNO constitution that this new
UMNO is a fraud. This new party is
the party of one man -Dr Mahathir
the dictator. So those who profess
their loyalty to this party arc
equally guilty.
His Royal Highness of Johorc
must not get himself involved in
this political squabble. He must
maintain his royal dignity as
Sultan of Johore- and keep out of
politics. He is above the law and it
goes without saying that he is above
politics.
When UMNO was formed in the
Istana, the rulers and the UMNO
members joined together to protest
against the Malayan Union. In the
present ca~e Mahathir and his
friends have usurped the powers of
VMNO 46 by fornting UMNO

BARU on February 15, 1988. It
doesn't require a royal blessing and
support to give Mahalhir the power
to rule Malaysia. He has been in
power since 1987 UMNO assembly,
and UMNO 46 under its old stalwarts is fighting them. We should
~II rally behind Tengku Razaleigh
to restore parliamentary democracy
to lhis country of ours. Meanwhile
'46' is not as yet registered - no
party - no symbol - no manifesto.
How can it expect to fight any
electiOn with success, particularly
against the unscrupulous party, the
Barisan Nasional?
Above all, my plea to the Sultan
of Johore and other rulers is to
keep out of this UMNO LAMA.
UMNO BARU dispute but uphold
their constitutional position with
all their dignity and with vehemence.
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NEP

·QUOTAS
AND PERCENTAGES
THE SOLUTION?

-

In last month's Aliran (9:3), our lead article discussed dte NEP in relation to its
overall goal- national unity. In this issue we continue our discussion on tile NEP.
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR shows why ethnic quotas and ethnic approaches do not
represent the solution. The second part of this article will appear in the May issue
of the Monthly.
-Editor

newspaper report the other
day said that the MCA w'as
keen on a quota for the
Chinese in the nation's Civil
Service. The party also wanted a
Chinese quota in Felda schemes. A
few weeks ago, an MIC leader made
it very clear over television that the
party was committed to ethnic
quotas. · He hoped that Indians
would be given their I 0 per cent
share of the nation's economic cake
in the 1990s and beyond. The
UMNO Baru Youth leader Datuk
Najib Razak has asked that Malays
and other Bumiputras be allocated
their share of the nation's wealth in
accordance with t~eir present population percentage!.
Bumiputras
account for about 58 per cent of
Malaysia's total population.
Certain Malay leaders feel that
such an allocation would be just
since the Bumiputras as a whole
have been left behind in various
spheres of economic and social
development. Only if there are
ethnic quotas for the Bumiputras in
different areas within the economy,
would it be possible for them to
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catch up with the others. NonBumiputra groups like the MCA
and MIC argue that without ethnic
quotas they will not be able to
secure a place for Malaysians of
Chinese Malaysians and Indian
origins i; those State institutions
and public-sector projects which are
controll.ed or dominated by Malays.
We should examine both tht!
Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra
arguments for quotas to see
whether there is any merit in rhem.
[f 58 per cent or for that matter
30 or SO or 80 per cent of national
wealth is allocated to Bumiputras,
what would this mean in reality?
Does it mean that the community
as a whole would own and control
this wealth? Would the majority of
the community - would the
deprived
and
disadvantaged
maJonty - own and control 58
per cent of the narjon's wealth?

WHO BENEFITS?
In practice, it will be only the
Malay elites acting as trustees who
will control the community's
wealth. This is what is happening at
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the moment. The elites who control
pu,blic corporations like PERNAS,
investment companies like Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB)
and commercial banks like Bank
Bumiputra , Malayan Banking and
United Malayan Banking Corporation (UMBC), are not really
accountable to the Bumiputra
community. The institutions that
they manage have benefitted them
much more than the vast majority
of Bumiputras for whom they are
intended. As the economist Ozay
Mehmet put it in 1986, "Yet , within a relatively short space of time
trusteeship has emerged as an
institutionalized system of elite
enrichment."

THE

STRUCTURE

OF

OWNERSHIP
rt is not just a question of elite
enrichmen l taking place through
the mechanics of control facilitated
by the much abused concept of
trusteeship. Even when it comes to
actual ownership of corporate
assets, it is a handful of Bu111iputras
who have benefitted. They are the

QJ:es who own huge shares in the
top comp:111ics in the country. We
have just got to look ::1 t the distribution of Ama'lah Saham Nasional
(AS ) shares to obtain an idea of
how inequitable the situation is. II
has been estimatctl for instance that
at the end of December 191:!5, 10
per cent or the top investors in the
ASN scheme accounted for 40 per
cent of the shares while the remaining 90 per cent of investors ownetl
only 60 per cent of shares. What
this shows is that a small Bumiputra
elite both owns and controls wealth
allocated to the entire t:ommunity.
This is what happens when we
conceive of wealth and assets in
broad ethnic categories.
A similar pattern emerges when
we examine the structure of ownership in Malay Reserves. lt has been
shown that m the Muda area in
Kcdah, there has been greater and
greater concentration of padi land
in the hands of the well-to-do
farmers. When land ownership is
vtewed solely in ethnic terms. this
truth about concentration of
wealth and disparities within the
padi sector will never be highlighted.

CONCEALING THE TRUTH
Awarding scholarshtps on the
basis of ethmc quotas has the same
effect. Accordtng to a 1983 study,
only J 4.2 per cent of university
scholarships awarded to Malays
went to poor Malay households.
That the Malay poor. as a whole.,
docs not benefit from e thnic-based
scholarships for tertiary education
is something that the Malaysian
public is not aware of. This is partly
because the policy and practice of
ethnic quotas in scholarships conceals and camouflages some of the
glaring inequities within this
government-managed
assistance
programme for Malays and other
Bumiputras.
This then IS one of the terrible
injustices perpetrated by ethnic
quotas, ethnic percentages and
most ethnic-based programmes.
They tend to hide the trutll - the
truth about who really wiris and
who really loses within a particular
community. It is mainly for this

reason that we have always regarded the ethnic approach in economic
planning as unjust to the poor and
the powerless. the deprived and the
disadvantaged.

UNDERLYING CAUSES
Because ethnic quotas have become such an obsession, rhe government has given little attention to
the underlying causes or poverty
among the Bumiputras. Even
among educated Bumiputras there
is hardly any in teres! in the subject.
As a resu lt. problems which have
beset the rural . economy for
decades - uneconomic holdings, inadequate credit facilities, a distort·
cd marketing network, underemployment. the escalating cost of
farm inputs - are not tackled as
vigorously as they should be.
Neither have our policy-maKcts and
planners responded adequately to
some of the newer problems facing
the Bumiputra poor in the cities.
Low incomes. poor housing and
limited technological skills are some
of. the challenges which the poor
Bumiputra urban dweller has to
contend with.
It is because the conditions and
circumstances which ensnare the
majority of Bumiputras in poverty
continue to persist that wealth still
circulates within a small number of
Bumiputras. If the standard of
living of.- the majority of Bumiputras in both Peninsular Malaysia
and Sabah and Sarawuk was higher
than what it is today, huge ASN
shares and the large stocks in other
corporations would not be in the
hands of a few people. And improving the standard or living of the
disadvantaged majority does -not
require ethnic policies and ethnic
approaches. It does not demand
ethnic quotas.

IMAGE OF THE COMM.UNITY
Ethnic quotas, in a direct sense,
affect the image of the community
concerned. This is particularly true
of quotas in education. If the
purpose of quotas ts to help Bumi·
putras from disadvantaged backgrounds to secure places in universi-
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ties,
then giving places to
Bumiputras
from
advantaged
important
settings raises an
question. Why do such Bu miputras
need ethnic protection? Why do
they need to make use of the
special opportunities which right·
fully belong to the economically
weak and the so.:ially depnved?
Wouldn't this s..>rt of ethnic
approach provoke some communalminded person tll argue that in
spite or their favourable socioeconomic statys. these Bumiputras
still need support because they arc
intellectuaJJy incapable of com pel·
ing with the others? Isn't it posstble
that this could lead to negative
communal stereotyping about
Bumiputras as a whole? At the very
least it could encourage certain
non-Bumiputras to look down upon
the Bumiputras.

RESENTMENT
It is not just the practice of
giving places in institutions of
higher learning to Bumiputra haves
which creates a problem for the
community. We have shown that a
big proportion of scholarships for
tertiary ed ucation goes 10 Bumi·
putras who can afford. This gives
the impression to the people that
those who are privileged have not
ceased to receive privileges. Understandab ly, this generates tremendous resentment towards the
government among not just oonBumiputras but also within a
significant segment of the Bumi·
putra community. When sons and
daughters of the royalty, of cabinet
ministers, of senior civil servants, of
high-level executives are given
scholarships because of their
Bumiputra status, the people do
not have to be told that there has
been gross abuse of power. They
know that the authorities have
nothing but contempt for justice
and fairness.

SELF-ESTEEM
In fact, if Bumiputras who are
well-established continue to receive
State support, in one form or
another, whether it is in education
or the professions or commerce or

butes are responsible for their
present economic woes. We have
dealt with this issue in great depth
elsewhere. Suffice it is to reiterate
that cultural traits in certain
circumstancces have a limited
impact upon economic performance. Ethnic attributes however
are of no significance at all. Education and skiJls, access and
opportunity, capital and resources,
organisation and techniques. leadership and integrity are far more
crucial determinants of the
economic well-being of a community.

-

nation
ON
TRIAL

These laSt five years have been tumultous
ones for Malaysia in many respects. In many
. spheres of national life, the country appears
' to be slipping. This is manifested in the
weakenin8 of democratic foundatio~ and the
rise oJ authoritaritin'ism in government,
cormpticYn and financial scandals, lack of
accountability and an absence of integrity
among people at the l1elm of the nation's
affairs, violation of human nghts, a declining
economy and increasing unemployment. In
the ":'idst of aU this, Aliran continues to
demand a saner political and economic system
to overcome the nation's maladies. It has
e:(posed half-truths, untruths and hypocrisy
of the powers-that-be. It nevet ceases to
demand accountability and integrity in the
conduct of the affairs of the nation. It has
pursued its goals with a passionate sense of
social justice and social respo~bility.

Price: $12.00

administration, it is quite conceivable that in the long run , the
community's perception of itself
may come to embody certain
negative
characteristics.
The
community may develop the belief
that regardless of its socioeconomic status, it needs to be
protected in the 1990s and beyond
because it cannot stand up to the
supposedly more enterprising,
aggressive Chinese! The Bumiputras
may thus acquire a sort of inferiori-

ty complex vis-a-vis the nonBumiputras.
This
could
do
enormous damage to the psyche of
the community, to its sense of selfesteem. This is yet another reason
why ethnic quotas are bad.
By emphasising ethnicity, quotas
of this sort reinforce ethnic
explanations of economic progress
and economic backwardne~. A lot
of Bumiputras for instance are
convinced that some of their
cultural traits, their ethnic attri-
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INDIGENOUS RIGHTS
There is yet another danger
arising from ethnic quotas. Since
the question of economic deprivation is a secondary consideration in
the actual implementation of ethnic
quotas, a substantial section of the
Bumiputra community has begun
to view whole concept and practice
of assistance for indigenous peoples
in a different light. Tt is no longer
seen merely as an a•Tirmative action
programme formulated to improve
the economic position of disadvantaged Bumiputras, burdened
by low incomes and lack of access
to certain sectors of the economy.
This is how the 'special position of
the Malays' and other Bumiputras
was conceived when the idea was
incorporated in to the 1957 Constitution. In the speeches made by all
the UMNO leaders at that time it
was the socio-economic backwardness of the vast majority of Malays
which was cited as the justification
for special position.
However, over the years,
especially since the NEP, there has
been a discernible shift from the
socio-economic question to the
status of the indigenous community
as the indigenous community. Now
, it is indigenousness which is the
rationale for ethnic quotas. for the
Bumiputra policy. Because the
Malays are indigenous, as various
UMNO 'leaders have argued in
recent years, they have a priority
claim to scholarships, businesses,
licences, contracts, bank loans, civil
service positions, etc. There is, in
other words, a notion of ethnic
rights. These rights are seen as

Is He incere?
Af,ter his Singapore lecture late lnst year, the Prime Minister
Dr !!nhathir was sked wht!t his Go,ernmcnt was doing to
promote democrntic pnrticapation in Malaysia. Here 1s w{tat
he had to say about the National Economic Consultative
. CouncU. "We arc going to ollow everybody mcluding the
Opposition members (ah} people representl"g rath r
extreme (nh) raclnl vie\\s etc. They
participate m
haping of our economic pobcy nfter the New Economic
Policy. We \\ill call it pcrhnps the Ne.wcr Economic Policy
I lnugJtter). But I rnthcr suspect that -they nre not going to
achieve an) thing because they are going to fight each other
and :aU they can tell us would be that we cannot conclude
anything an~ I think they will eventually probably ask us to
do it for them (laughter). But partidpataon wjll ghe (ah)
resuH5 we arc not vezy sure bout".
E-xcerpr fr. m Dr. Malratlur Jtfohamad's spe~ch a1 th~
Institute of So11theast 4 l 11 ..Studtes c;lngapore In December
1988 Tfus ex.c~rpi is token Jrom a tape recording of a
Aurtraltan Br adca tmg Corporation (ABC) rodw
progral:n ne broadcast on 26 March 19~9
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natural rights which inhere with
Bumiputras because they are Bumiputras.
One of the main reasons why the
Bumiputra polky has taken on this
meaning is because of the in·
ordinate concern with ethnic
quotas and ethnic percentages regardless of the implications for
socio-economic justice. Of course,
some of the younger UMNO leaders
also believe that the Malay background to the history of the
Peninsula legitimizes their view of
quotas as one of the inalienable
rights of an indigenous community.
But more than anything else, there
are vested interests within UMNO
and the Bumiputra community
which benefit directly from this
notion of Bumiputra rights.

QUOTAS AND THE NONBUMIPUTRAS
So far we have described the
adverse consequences of the quota
approach for the Bu miputra
community. Most of the ilJ-effects
of this policy would also apply to
Chinese, Indian and other nonBumiputra communities. Take for
instance the corporations and' hold-

ing companies which have been set
up by the MCA and MIC. Like the
Bumiputra institutions we have
examined, control is in the hands of
a few elites - elites who do not
have to worry about accountability
to ordinary Chinese and Indians
who may be associated with these
MCA and MIC ventures. This is true
of the MCA's Multi-Purpose
Holdings and its Multi-Purpose
Cooperative Society, as it is true of
the MIC's Maika Holdings.
Similarly, ownership of corporate assets is highly skewed within
both the Chinese and Indian
communities. If we looked at the
top 797 stockowners in 1983 - a
big chunk of whom were Chinesewe wilJ discover that one per cent
of these owners accounted for
32.23 per cent of the number of
shares, whereas the bottom 50 per
cent accounted for only 1.92 per
cent." It is generally felt that this
very unjust, inequitable distribution
of wealth is also reflected in those
companies established by the MCA
and MIC.
If further proof is needed of
how ethnic-oriented economic
endeavours have only benefitted
small groups within the Chinese and
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Indian communities, we have to
turn our attcmion to the award of
government scholarships. Many of
these scholarship schemes which are
largely for Malays also have quotas
for non-Malays. l t has been shown
that a student from a rich Chinese
family has I 3 chances of getting a
government scholarship compared
to one chance for someone from a
poor Chinese household. In the case
of the Indians it is 10 chances to
one. An analyst has stated that,
"the scholarship policy has become
a public policy tool generating
inequality in income distribution
and promoting an elitist concentration of human capital."

WEALTH AND POVERTY
What control of MCA and MIC
companies, ownership of shares and
award of scholarships reveal is that
the ethnic approach has not helped
the vast majority of Chinese and
Indians. It is a situation that
parallels what is happening among
the Malays and o1her Bumiputras.
Some of the explanations are also
quite similar. If there is concentration of wealth within the Chinese
and Indian communities, it IS partly
because the root causes of both

absolute and relative poverty
among these two groups have not
been resolved. How can one expect
a more equitable distribution of
shares within the MCA sponsored
MPH when less than 150 rich
Chinese families - it has been
estimated - control most of the
large businesses and firms within
the community? Likewise, who are
the Indians who can afford to buy
shares in Maika Holdings? The
majority of !Jlem are so poor that
the struggle to live is aU that
matters to them.
I t is because there is so much
poverty within the Indian community that a huge number of primary
~nd lower secondary school pupils
JUSt drop out of the school system.
This is atso why a significant
portion of those who survive and
make h to the univc1:.1t} are from
better-off families. The ethnic
allocation of places 10 fndians at
tertiary level. for that reason does
not benefit the poor at all. It is now
clear why many of those who stand
to gain from the award of uruversity scholarships to Indians. based
upon the quota system, are invariably from weU-to-do households.
Asking for better quotas for
Chinese and Indians is not the
solution. It ignores the reality of
poverty and deprivation confronting the majority of Chinese and
Indians. It is the transformation,-of
this situation through just and
equitable policies which MCA and
MIC leaders should be concerned
about. Their obsession with ethnic
quotas - as in the case of the
UMNO leadership - blinds them to
the need for genuine, noncommunal social justice.
lt is of course true that ethnic
quotas may give a foothold to the
Chinese in the Civil Service or in
Felda schemes. But the adverse
of
the
quota
consequences
approach for the economy and
society as a whole should be given
paramount consideration. There is
no way that one can argue for
quotas for one's own community
and yet repudiate quotas for
another community. All these
factors should be weighed against
the very limited benefits that

accrue from the quota approach.
Besides. ethnic quotas have other
disadvantages too which merit
analysis.

PATRONAGE
Ethnic quotas encourage the
politics of patronage. When licences
and contracts or various kinds of
development assistance are made
available to Chinese and Indians
under some quota arrangement or
other, MCA and MIC officials have
be~n known to hand them out to
their political supporters. The
UMNO leadership is also guilty of
this. The purpose is to ensure
loyalty to the party and its leadership. This may be one reason why
the three par1ies appear to be so
keen to maintain the quota system.
lt plays a role in the perpetuation
of their own political power.

COMMUNALISM
Finally, ethnic quotas are inimical to the narion's well-being
because they help to institutionalize communal dichotomies. Once a
quota is introduced into a
~art~cular area, there is every
likebhood that it will remain.
Since individuals and groups benefit
from it, they would want to ensure
that the quota continues fn fact
the general trend in Mal~ysia and
in certain- other countries with
similar arrangements has been for
ethnic quotas to grow and expand.
And as they become more pervasive
and more permanent, the communal situation gets worse. Almost
everything connected with the
~conomy and society is viewed in
ethnic perspectives. Gains and
losses are almost always calculated
on the ethnic abacus. Ethnic quotas
are viewed by their beneficiaries as
the panacea for all ills.
As a result, even small ethnic
communities and smaller sub-ethnic
groupings start to clamour for
quotas. It is sigltificant that Ibans
Bidayuhs, Kadazans and Muruts ar~
demanding specific quotas for
themselves. They feel that the
broad Bumiputra category does not
~ake care of their particular
mterests. Besides, at the Federal
level, Bumiputra is often equated
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with Malay, and Malay alone.
At the same time, certain Indian
leaders are of the view that the nonBumiputra or non-Malay category
should be further divided into
Chinese and Indian. In their
opinion, Indians are not getting
their fair share of the non-Malay
slice of the cake because the
Chinese - so they allege - usc their
numerical and economic superiority
to grab all that is allocated to nonMalays. Interestingly, within the
Indian community, some nonTamils feel that whatever is
apportioned for the Indians is
monopolised
by
the
Tamil
majority. This explains, to some
ext-em, why non-Tamil social
organizations have become active in
recent years and are more committed to protecting the economic and
cultural interests of their subethnic groups.

TRAGEDY OF THE ETHNIC
GAME
This is tJ1e bane of !he quota
system. It is the tragedy of the
entire ethnic' approach to the
economy. It makes ethnic groups
more and more conscious of their
ethnic rights. Communal divisions
and sub-divisions keep on multiplying. Communal demands and
a
counter-demands
generate
momentum of their own. After a
while. it becomes obvious that the
communal game is a game without
end.
This is why we should challenge
the ethnic approach to the
economy. We know that it is not
realistic. at this point in time, to
expect the government to eliminate
ethnic quotas, ethnic percentages
and ethnic preferences. But we
should begin to reduce the ethnic
dimension in those economic
policies that we envisage for the
nineties and beyond. How can we
do this and yet assuage the fears
that are rampant within the various
communities of what the future
holds for them? Is there an acceptable non-ethnic alternative to the
ethnic approach of the pre)ent
NEP?
e
To be continued

AN OPEN LEITER TO
BENTONG RESIDENTS

T

he choice of May 13 for the
Bentong by-election is just another tactic used by the Bari5an
government to win the by-election. TI1e
Election Commission has gone along
with the government. It i.~ obvious that
the Election Commission dt'libcrately set
that dnte so as to innuencc the voters
to vote for the Bari5an Nasional candidate out of fear for the 1969 May 13
incidt'nt repeating itself.
I am taking this opportunity to ask
lht' Bentong voters to think for themselves as to who they should vote and
not to let themselves be innuenced by
the government-controlled newspapers
and TV.
A~ usual. like all the previous byelections that have taken place in the last
9 months, the government will be busy
promising tl1e voters development in
return for their support. And ministers
will be busy handing out cheques for this
and that development. As usual on
nomination day the Works Minister
Datuk Samy Velu will be busy widening
the roads in Bentong. The Menteri Besar
will be busy handing out "TOLs" to
squatter area resident~.
Then maybe sometime nearer the
by-election the government may release

DAP and Opposition leader lim Kit
Siang and son Lim Guan Eng from
Kllmunting Detention to show that
democracy still exists in Malaysia. Then
the MCA leaders will go around Urging
the Chinese to vote fOI the MCA claiming that only by being in government.
will one be able to kx>k after the Chinese
and ttult the DAP cannot do anything
for the Chinese.
I would like to urge Bentong voters
not to be fooled by the BN government
during the election campaign. Do not be
hoodwinked by their pledges.
THIRU.
Perak

WHO IS RESIGNING?

T

he recent health condition of Dr
Mahathir has caused many to
predict that he will step down by
the end of the year.
Despite the fact that he underwent
a by-paS!l.operation, Dr Mahathir has 110
intention of stepping down. Even though
he may not be healthy and strong as
before. he will still continue holding on
to his po~ition despite the risk it in~olvcs.

This man does not intend to slow
down and resign. lie would still want to
be in action and continue with his
autJJOritarian rule, whatever Ihe cost to
himself or Ihe nation.
You can bring about changes only
during the general election that i.\, if you
don't aUow yourself to be foolish,
bought or threatened.
MOJID HAMBALI,

Batu Gajalt

MCA MUST COMPROMISE
AND SACRIFICE

Bentong by-election: May 13 is a
mischievous date.

W

hen the Malaysian Chinese Association observed its 40th an niversary in February 1989, its
President Datuk Dr Ling Liong Sik said
that the party was negotiating a new and
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fairer deal for Chinese Malaysians for the
pOst-1990 period. By· saying this, Dr
Ling undoubtedly expressed total
commitment to the MCA but Dr Ling
should also express commitment to the
Bari5an Nasional of which the MCA is a
component party.
No amount of pressure from the
MCA can compel UMNO to compromise
by giving 8 better dcaJ for Chinese
Malaysians after the NEP expires in 1990
unless MCi\ is serious in making a
sacrifice.
That sacrifice is the opening of doors
to the Malays in trade and oommeroe.
Un til this happens UMNO will remain
suspicious of the MCA and unyielding
to MCA demands at the NECC.

SP,
Johor

CURRENT AFFAIRS IN MIC

I

am a middle-aged Malaysian of Indian
o rigin. I have been a keen follower of
Malaysian pOlitics for the past 30
years, though I do not participate active.
ly in any political party.
The recent squabble in the MIC had
attracted my attention. When the UMNO
struggle was on sometime ago, MIC
President, Dato S Samy Vellu, proudly
claimed that MIC was a very stable
party. He went to the extent of saying
that MIC was setting a fine example for
o ther political parties in this country.
But what has happened now? The
expulsion of a vice-president was the
issue which sparked an enormous volcanic eruption. This was foUowcd by the
suspension and expulsion of several MIC
youth leaders at various levels, who had
good support within the party.
Two recent issues of concern raised
involve a CWC member holding 8 PR
status in a neighbouring country and the
alleged
misappropriation of funds
belonging to the so-called Education
Fund (M IED). These are only side shows
before the party elections. What is
happening right now has turned the MIC
into a rotten apple in the ruling National
Front. I personally feel this is due to one
man. II is none other than the President
himself. The amended party constitution
ha s vested great powers in the Pre!>ident.
It enables the President to sack anyone
who poses a challenge to him, according
to his whims and fancies. Dato Samy
Vellu has in fact become a "dictator".
The so<allcd CWC has been turned into
a rubber-stamp body, consisting of yesmen.
The MJC has suddenly become a
One-Man-Party. No dissent is tolerated,
no alternative views entertained, no
room for potential leaders. There is only
one star in the MIC sky.

"SUNG£! SIPUT VOTER".
Perak

THANK YOU AND
CONGRATULATIONS

•

have bee.n an ardent reader of the
ALIRAN MONTHLY for the past
six years. During this period I have
successfully persuaded quite a number of
my friends and relatives to get it and
read it.
As a peace-loving citizen of this
country, I lov~ to read aU the articles in
the ALI RAN MONTHLY as it is the
magazine which explores the problems
and abuses related to Democracy and
Human Rights.
The recent prestigious Benda Prize
for 1989 awarded to Dr Chandra
Muzaffar (Star Mar. 8) is a timely and
appreciative news for all Aliran readers
who have been foUowing his speeches
and articles in re~nt years.
I join with other Aliran readers and
say "CONGRAnJLATIONS" to Dr
Chandra. I would also like to thank aU
the editorial staff for their effort in
bringing out thi' wonderful AI.IRAN
MONTIILY - Thank you.

I

M.K.K.,
Perak

THE NEXT KING

T

hank God my prayers have been

~ered - Sultan Azlan Shah has

been appointed the next Agong.
As anak Perak I feel proud that my
Sultan has been appointed the next
~ng.
.
His appointment oomes at a nme
when the country needs a change. As
he is a man of legal knowledge, he knows
that the independence of the Judiciary
has been challenged by the Executive. As
he will be the next head under the
Constitution, he will definitely mak~
sure that the independence of the Judi·
ciary is maintained so as to uphold the
rule of law and protect democracy in the
interest of the rakyat.
He is also a leader who is close to the
rakyat and understands their aspirations.
His appointment will also raise the ~mage
of Malaysia in international cucles.
ANAK SET/A PERAK,
Ipoh

FUELLING RACIALISM IN
SCHOOLS
he letter written by 'K.S. Pe~ng'
in your letters column (Aliran
Monthly Vol 9 No. 2) was very
touching and certainly an example of
what a Malaysian should be. I can
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imagine what K.S. has seen, heard and
felt in schools. However much people
exhort our present politicians to adopt
a truly Malaysian concept of love for all.
I feel it is too late, and too little can be
done to change attitudes in Malaysia.
This is mainly because our political
system is based on race, religion and
culture; a concept which our leaders
have over the years nurtured so care·
fuUy in order to protect their own
interests and to keep power to them·
selves.
In schools children are taught to be
separate [rom one another because of
religion or race. In my daughter's school,
while she was in Standard One, pupils
were told by their religious teacher that
the symbol of Christianity is a 'sarang
syaitan'. Should I teU my child to li(:Cept
the insult or retort with another insult to
the other's religion? lf I do teach my
child to retort , it means I have stooped
to the same base level of the religious
teacher; but if I don't my child may
sooner or later believe what the religious
teacher said or soccumb to the constant
insults. If I co mplain to the authorities, I
am libelled either a 'subversive element'
or that I am raising a sensitive issue.
So, can we learn to love the other
race and respect the other's religion
while living under such co nditions? Our
government loaders don't make it any
easier for us by their constant barrage of
insipid
remarks
proclaiming
the
'holiness' of one religion professed by
themselves and the avowed dominance
of their race, in contrast with the
supposed 'unholiness' of other religions
and inferiority of other races!
'ANAK TULJ::N MALAYSIA',
Perak

KBSM TO CHURN OUT
ZOMBIES?

I

t was shocking to read in the Letters
Column of Atiran (Vol. 9 No. 2
1989) about the New Curriculum for
Form 1 students. Are we trying to short·
en the Jives of our children by burdening
them more and more each year? Surely
our far-sighted Education experts should
also take into consideration the plight of
poor children wbo are needed to help at
home as weU as the difficulties of having
to send the children to school at diffe·
rent hours on different days. Even if the
transport problem can be solved, is it fait
to strain our children's physical capabi·
lities in addition to their already over·
sttessed mental capability? Do we want
our children to become 'zombies' due' to
all this pressure which seems worse than
what 'lin adult suffers at the electronics
or textile or cement factory?
We must as parents oppose such un warranted pressures on our children. Let
us unite to boycott such classes. After all
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it must hurt our child ren to undergo
such pressures. We parents must be brave
to force the government not to impose
its inadequacies onto our children's lives.
For a start, will Aliran coUect s.ignatures
for a petition to the Education Minister?

.4 u&UST/Nr:.
/poll

MALAYSIAN
INVESTMENTS IN
SOUTH AFRICA

A

s expected, the United Stales
of America and the United
Kingdom vetoed a United Na·
tions Security Council resolution for an
economic embargo against South Africa,
Together with West Germa ny, these two
powers account for most of South
Africa\ trade and foreilrn investment.
The Thatcher government has alo;o
been the main stumbling bJock to a
Commonwealth
economic embargo
against South Africa. The Group of
Eminent Persons se t up as a compromise
gave up its efforts in exasperation to
endorse a Commonwealth embargo.
Ultimately, of course, the struggle of
the South African people will decide
their fate. However. as with other Iibera·
tion struggles, international solidarity
can be crucial
An effective international economic
embargo can play an important role.
Such an embargo should involve as many
countries as possible, especially those
accounting for most South Alrican
foreign trade and investment.
Commendably, the Malaysian govern·
ment has been quite \'Ocal recently in
supporting calls for such an embargo.
There is also little evidence of any direct
trade links between Malaysia and South
Africa.
However, there appears to be indirect
trade with South Africa via Singapore
and through various transnational corporations involved in both South Africa
and Malaysia or Singapore,
A UN Economic and Social Commis·
sion on Transnational Corporations
report · entitled 'Tranmational Corporations in South Africa and NamibiJJ'
iodentifies foreign investors involved
there.
The USA, UK and West Germany
figure prominently, and aU white capita·
list nations as weU as Japan and the
British colony of Hong Kong have companies with investments in South Africa.
ShamefuUy, Malaysia is the only
Third World nation on the list, and
Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB) is
the tnnmationallistcd.
It is abo widely believed that a pro-

minent Malaysian·based international
mining company has investm~:nt .: in
South Africa.

Furthermore, there arc several other
companies involved in which Malaysians
have significant interests. including
Dunlop Holdin&s PLC, The Guthrie
Corp. PLC and lnchcapc PLC. It is well
known. for instance, that Deputy Prime
Minister Encilt Ghafar Baba controlled
very latge holdings in Dunlop, while PNB
fully owned Guthries.
Many of the other companies listed
are household aames in the Malaysian
foreign investment scene. TransJUtionals
involved in South Africa have come
under growing international pressure to
divest. The Malaysian people and the
Malaysian government should contribute
to this effect by:
(1) forcing companies involved in South
Africa to divest
(2) boycotting the goods and services
sold by these companies until they
do so.

l.iND'P office m Kuala Lumpur
set an example by closing its account at
the Standard Chartered Bank, which at
that time lud investments in South
Africa.
\ialaysians can show their solidarity
with the struggle of the South African
people. Let us begin now.

about a last minute penalty that was
awarded to the oppollition team. It
resulted in a goal. The Gcmencheh
team then walked out, no doubt at the
instigation of the MP.
The MP's conduct and demeanor
was unwarranted and uncaUed for. Little
did lte realise that the crowd were his
voters. Did he not have any respect for
the referee whose decision is final? Or
did the MP take a cue from his boss who
last year blew the whbtle on another
" referee"?
I write this letter to you. Sir. in the
hope that you would publish it ;llld in
the hope that the Honourable MP for
Tampin would read it. I hopE' he will
realise his mistake and apologi~e to the
voters through your column.

TAMPIN LiWYER.
Kuala Lumpur

tile

JOMO
Kuala Lumpur

OUR ABSENTING MPs!
write to you to express my concern
over the frequent absence of Barisan
MPs from parliamentary proceedings.
1 do not for one moment doubt that
most of the absenting MPs have valid
reasons for being absent.
However, it should not be forgotten
that MPs are elected by law·abiding
voters to attend Parliament and to
debate Bills tha t are tabled.
The STAR reported that Parliament
again lacked quorum on 15th February
1989. Why the MPs were absent and
where most of them were is not within
my knowledge. However, the MP for
Tam pin was at a football game played at
the Tam pin Padang between a local team
and a team from Gemencheh. This was
for the YAM Tunku Besat Tam pin Cup
and the occasion was the first leg semifU\31. The 500 or sd crowd witnessed
an incident that would go down in the
annals of local football. As soon as the
fUI31 whistle was blown, the score was at
2·2, and therefore extra time was
allowed. Just then the Honourable MP
for Tampin entered the field on behalf
of the Gemencheh team, together with
the State Assemblyman for Gemencheh
and threatened. the referee and t.h e organising committee chal.tman. Ho: waJ>
seen pointing a threatening finger at
both the referee and the chairman. It
occured to me that the MP was incensed
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THE STATE OF THE
COUNTRY

R

ecent even ts in our country arc
disturbing. The government ha~
begun to go back to its old arrogant way of doing things. One would
have thought that after the turmoil of
the .last two years, arising from the in·
tense power struggle in UMNO. the
Prime Minister 3nd his top coUeagues
would have chosen the path of wisdom
and reco nciliation for the long-term
good of our country. But this does not
seem to be the case. On the contrary , it
is evident that there has been a dange·
rous return to arrogance, arbitrariness
and insensitivity.

Anti-babour Moves
There have been further assaults on
the labour movement in recent months.
On 20 March, the government announe·
ed that Service Circular 2/ 79, which
governs the structure and functions or
the National Joint Councils (NJCs) and
the Departmental Joint Councils (DJCs),
was withdrawn, thus in e[fect dissolving
the NJCs and the DJCs. Only after the
unions had threatened protest and
industrial actions did Deputy Prime
Minister Ghafar Baba think it fit to
rescind the arbitrary and highly un·
justified decision.
All the same, the government has
gone ahead with its determination to
form in-house unions over the opposi·
tion and unhappiness of trade unions
and the workers, by way of the recent
Trade Union (Amendment) Act 1989.

!SA Detentions
It is clear that the continued deten·
tion of Opposition leader Lim Kit Siang
and his son Lim Guan Eng is a vindictive
act on the part of the Prim·e Minister and
his government. Why are Lim Kit Siang
and his son still being detained when all
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the others detained under the Internal
Security Act (lSA) in the so-called
''Operotioll Lolo111(' have been released ,
albeit with conditions? After all. they
were all detained in the first place on
similar trumped-up and
unproven
charges. Thus. their continued detention
is highly and blatantly unfair. And on
top of this, Lim Kit Siang has been
denied the best medical attention for his
deteriorating health.
Moreover, most of those persons who
have b~-cn released still suffer from the
string of restrictive conditions imposed
on them relating to their freedoms of
speech, movement and as.wmbly.
Equally worrying is the fact that
there are ~till scores of long·term ISA
detainees, many of them having become
nameless.

The March of Corruption
Despite periodic announcements and
proclamations by the government to
combat corruptio n in public life, the
moves it has injtiated recently are
nothing but cosmetic and hypocritical
and politically motivated manoeuvres.
The Cabinet Committee under Educa·
tion Minsiter Anwar Ibrahim to combat
corruption is an empty gesture aimed
at scoring political points at best and
public deception at worsL HO\\ can a
Cabinet Committee deal \\ ith tbe pro·
blem of corruption when the government itself is not above suspicion in the
eyes of the people? The very fact that
the government has continued to refuse
to
transform
the Anti-Corruption
Agency into a truly and fully indepcn·
dent investigative and prosecuting body
confirms that it is not sincere in fighting
the problem. Furthermore, why have not
the entire Cabinet, from the Prime
Minister downwards. agreed to declare
their assets publicly?
further, the fact that the National
Economic Consultative Council, set up
to help formulate a posH990 national
economic policy, is headed by Tan Sri
Ghazali Shafie, a p erson of questionable
public integrity and accountability, is
proof again of the government's insin·
cerity on the matter.
Even Bank Negara, which is supposed
to be responsible for checking malprac·
tices in banks, fi!Unce qompanies, coopera1ives and insurance firms, is itself
riddled with inefficiency and ques·
tionable practjces. The recent daylight
'robbery' of S22 mjllion under the very
nose of Bank Negara, within its very
OWn precincts, under extremely SUS·
picious circumstances, is a case in point.
Between 1981 and 1986, financial
scandals in our country have cost the
people at least S9 billion, thanks to the
good work of Bank Negara. How can
Bank Negara be trusted to check corporate malpractices and commerical
fraud after that? How can it inspire
public and international confidence, and
how on earth can 'it help to shore up a
failing ringgit?

And on top of it a ll, the government
persists wit h its 111J11Ch of folly throug_h
wasteful military spending and ot11er
unnecessary expenditure, thus creating
even more opportunities for corruption.
Malaysians from all walks of life need
to wa.ke up to these disturbing events
and tre nds in our cou ntry. Otherwise, we
shall soon witness even greater injus·
tices and even more gigantic financial
scandals. We should voice ow concern,
eit her collectively or Individually, in a
democratic and
peaceful manner,
through the few rema ining avenues so
that, ho pefu Uy, our country could be
spared the agony of fuither waste, gross
injustices and tragedies. lf we do not
voice ow concern now, we shall be
helping to pass a heavy weight on succeedi ng generations of Malaysians.

FAN YEW TENG,
Kuala Lumpur

DON'T SQUANDER OUR

WEALTH

T

he manner in which the Minister
of Information runs his ministry
is both shameful and despicable.
I say sha meful beca use his childish
suggestion to enlarge the national flag
at Angkasapuri involves the use of public
money without any qualms. Indeed, it is
no t the use, but the misuse of public
mo ney and the abuse of public position
that has caused me to view with utter
d isgust the silly pr.anks of a so-called
Cabinet minister. What a waste that
tho usands of dollats will have to be
expended further to buy additional
cloth to enlarge <the flag and thus seek
entry into the Guiness Book of Wodd
Records.
1 challenge the Minister to spend bis
own money if he persists with such
wasteful undertakings. If he is unable to
accept this challenge then he should
resign his post and let someone else
who is more sensitive, qualified and
informed than himself to run the
Ministry o f Information. Swe ly, the
nat ion needs someone who wiD be
more understanding of the need s of the
Malaysian public for a wider dlssemina·
tion of information; in short , the proper
use of radio and television to inform and
educate the public, not to create spectacular shows 5ignifying nothing.
1 exhort the Minister to seriously
rethink his grudiosc schemes and stop
seeking c heap publicity with the use of
public money. A Minister must realise
that wasting public money means being
unaccountable to the public, being irres·
ponsible to the nation , being insensitive
to the needy.

I SINGH,
Kuala Lumpur

THE SULIT SYNDROME

H

ow is corruption to be fought
in this country if every Tom,
Dick and Harry is at liberty to
stamp every bit of paper "SU UT" ? And
these people arc not even answerable to
the public as to why every bit o f paper
should be SULIT.
Dr Mahathir, the father of t.h e
Official Secrets Act, assured the country
that only matters related to national
security would be classified secret, and
not just anything and everything. In
prac tice, it is definitely otherwise, at
least as far as my experience goes.
Let me discuss tbis point with reference to a particular matter that has
nothing to do with national security.
About 13,000 of the students who sit
for the SPM Examination, o ffer handicraft as a paper. On an average, each of
them could be spending about S80
for the pwchase of the necessary
materials to produce their pieces. The
total expendituie is around $1 ,000,000.
After these pieces have been graded,
they are still usable - wood craft can be
used to decorate one's house and batik
cloth can make useful articles of clothing
or drapes. At any rate, th ere is a certain
sentimental value for the children who
have spent many weeks and months
producing their work.
Till about the mid-1970s ALL the
handicraft Pieces were returned to the
c111didates. · Then someone had an idea
- not to return the A grade pieces, while
the nst were returned.
When my son's A-grade piece did not
come back in 1987, I decided to find out
why. Enquiries at the school and the
State Education Department indicated I
should turn to the Examination Board of
the Ministry of Education. My first Jetter
was promptly replied stating that all art
and craft pieces are, according to the
examination rules, " SULIT" and the
property of the Board, just like other
answer scripts.
Not satisfied, I enquired further why
only the A-grade pieces were no t
returned while the rest were. It was
"explained,. that actually ALL pieces
are SULIT and the Board's. property:
but as there was a lac k o f storage space,
some of the pieces had to be returned.
This only prompted a further query
from me: Why were tlle A~de pieces
being kept? How long would they be
kept? When would they be retwned?
Once again I got the " SULIT'' and
" Board's property" reply, ·but not
answers to my questions.
I had no choice but to point ou t the
vast differe nces between the other anBwer scripts and the art and cra.ft pieces,
namely that while tqe former were useless scraps of paper after ~ving been
marked and graded , the latter were still
worth the money spent o n them and
very much usab le after having been
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graded! Why was such a regulation
drawn up in the first place when there is
no possibility of future candidates
resubmitting those pieces as the central
themes for the work are different f.rom
year to year?
A d eafe ning silence followed. When I
did not get a reply fro m the Examination Board l referred the matter to the
Complaints Bureau. The Bwcau was
quick to tell me that the matter was out·
side its jurisdiction! I wonder why.
The question that begs an answer is
why change from a system in whic h
everything was overboard to one that
raises questions and suspicions? Why,
Why? Why use the SULIT blanket and
cause people to speculate unnecessarily?
What has happened to all those pieces
retained over all these years?
Why "bum" a million ringgit worth
of art and craft pieces when they co uld
be used by the candidates if retwned to
them , or they could be auctioned at a
pasar malam and the proceeds donated
to charity? By what moral· standards
does the Examination Board claim
ownership of those pieces which were
paid for fully by th e candidates' parents?
In the eyes of the Examination
Board, I'm a big tho rn at their side
posing pointed questions about something lying blissfully under their SULIT
blanket. The Board has however, reacted
(or retaliated) by discontinuing the
practice of returning the B, C and other
lower grade pieces as weD!
WhetJ1er I'm the only person to have
pwsued this matter for so long doesn't
ma.ke any difference. The fact is there is
no justification for the Examination
Board to c ite " SULJT" and ••soard's
property" as reasons.
Only by remo~ the SULIT blanket
and making matters clear in the eyes of
the rakyat , and not vice versa, can
corruption begin to be dealt with honestly. Otherwise, all the anti-corruption talk
would remain a big humbug. The sincerity of the country's anti-corruption
effort is very much at stake. ln the
absence of straight answers to my
questions to the Examination Board, is it
wrong for me "to have reasonable
grounds to suspect" that something is
amiss?

RA VINDER SINGH,
SgPatani

DENY BN 2/ 3 MAJORITY!

W

'lt11 reference to the letter, in
Defence of the Merdeka Cons·
-titution , written by •Ben
lndran' of Sandakan (Vol. 9:1 of the
Aliran Monthly), I wish to add further.
You are risht , 1110st Malaysians are
afraid of putting down their signatures.

continued oh page 33
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Managers Caused
Malaysia Co-Op Demise
Documents Also Reveal Inept State Supervision of
Debt-Ridden CCB
STEPHEN DUTHIE
KUALA LUMPUR:
alaysia's debt-ridden
Cooperative Central Bank
provides a striking
example of the financial
breakdowns and shoddy
government oversight that have
plagued the country in recent years.
That is the picture painted in
court documents and testimony
during the current legaJ battle to
block Bank egara, Malaysia's
central bank, from appointing a
receiver and dissolving CCB, the
country's largest deposit-taking
coopcra tive.
In some ways, C'CB's collapse is
similar to those of dozens of other
financial institutions - banks,
finance companies, other
cooperatives and insurance
concerns - that fell on hard times
during Malaysia's 1985-86 recession
and never fully recovered.
In virtually all cases, Bank
Negara moved in, providing fresh
management and cash, coordinating
receiverships and salvage operations,
safeguarding depositors and policyholders, turning over evidence and
assisting in the prosecution of
corrupt executives.
But CCB differs in at least one
aspect from the other collapses and
near-failures: Several significant
shareholders are balking at the
central bank's action. And their
resistance has produced a stream of
documcuts, wltich disclose in detail
CCB's dire financial predicament
and mismanagement, and identify
additiunalleading business figures
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whose loans helped trigger the
cooperative's downfall.
Poor management - suggested in
the past by government authorities
but never fully documented by
them- is the main culprit that
emerges from the tale of CCB's
demise. According to accounting
firm Peat Marwick, which checked
CCB's accounts in 1987, the
cooperative was run like a fiefdom.
Also implicated in CC'B"s
downfall is the state supervisory
body formerly charged with safeguarding the flilancial stability of
Malaysia's huge cooperative system.
Documents before the court
showed that the government body
failed tg_step in after it had become
clear that C.fB's loan portfolio was
in serious trouble.
The contesting shareholders,
primarily other cooperatives with
stakes in CCB, lost the first round
of their legal challenge, when the
High Court ruled earlier this month
that Bank Negara was right in
petitioning for receivership.
The shareholders, in turn, said
they will appeal to the Supreme
Court, where they again intend to
argue thar the central bank moved
unconstitutionally and with undue
haste to dissolve C'CB before
resorting to other measures to
revive the ailing cooperative. An
appeal was ftled last week, but no
date for a hearing has yet been set.
Whatever the eventual outcome.
arguments are expected to persist
over whether CCB, the unofficial
central bank for dozens of
Malaysia's deposit-taking
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cooperatives, should be revived and
its shareholders spared tens of
millions of dollars in losses from
their shareholdings.
At stake, maintain supporters or
CCB, is the country's cooperative
system, comprising hundreds of
mostly small, single-purpose
cooperatives geared to providing
affordable loans and marketing
assistance to their members, mostly
farmers and manual laborers.
C'C'B's supporters argue that
many of these co?peralives
financially depend on the far-larger
deposit-taking cooperatives that
emerged in the 1950s and may
themselves collapse if C'CB is
dissolved.
Today, there are 34 deposit·
taking cooperatives, three of which
have become so-ca1led apex
cooperative banks, a term
indicating their quasi-bank status.
CCB is the largest of the three in a
deposit-taking system that controls
more than M$5 billion
(US$1.8 billion) in assets.
But CCB and several other large
cooperatives have jolted the system
and hundreds of thousands of
depositors - through their failure
to pay dividends and by
jeopardizing their investments.
CCB, alone, is owned by 265
cooperative societies and more than
360,000 individuals.
Bank Negara estimates that CCB
had accumulated losses of M$726
million :~t the end of 19~7. Such
losses prompted the central bank to
abandon an earlier rescue attempt,
and having been granted

Mathimugam : Ran CCB like a
nefdom.
receivership, to begin arranging a
·takeover with an unidentified
finance company. That company is
scheduled to assume CCB's assets
and its current deposit liabilities of
more than M$1 billion owed to
about 240,000 depositors.
CCB, like other cooperatives,
was intended originally to take
members' deposits and to fund their
commercial ventures. But in I 982,
the cooperative was given nominal
"bank" status so that the
government and state-con trolled
agencies also could place deposits
with it, thereby allowing the
cooperatives to grow faster.
Granted such status, CCB
embarked on a pell-mell expansion
program over the next three years,
with deposits expanding tenfold to
almost M$1.5 billion and its loan
portfolio ballooning to about
MS I billion.
During this time, CCB and most
of Malaysia's other cooperatives
were supervised by the
government's Cooperative
Development Department, a unit of
the Ministry of National and Rural
Development. When troubles in the
cooperative movement emerged in
1986, the government decided that
the department was incapable of
supervising and protecting the
deposits of troubled cooperatives.
ln 1986, Bank Negara was granted
statutory power to oversee
financially crippled cooperatives.
According to documents
presented to the High Court this
year, it was noted by contesting
shareholders that until the end of
1986, after the problem loans had

No single-borrower limit at CCB :
Principal borrowers Loy Hean Heong
secure doubtful debts.
and Ahmad Sebi.
Among the I 0 borrowers
identified in the summary as
beneficiaries of loans for ''s_peculative
been made, the department, whost
investments" were Deputy
job it was to supervise CCB and
Agriculture Minister Alexander Y.L.
• others, made "no suggestion
Lee (MS5 million) and Yap Yong
whatsoever ... that anything was
Scong, the former chairman of
amiss" at CCB.
Singapore's now-defunct Sealion
WITHOUT DELAY
Hotels Ltd (MSI 0 million).
Altogether, CCB lent M$65 million
lndeed , the documents indicate
for such investments. The
that the registrar-general approved
investments were never specified in
CCB's financial accounts "without
the loan documents.
any delay" and that the official's
Elsewhere, Peat Marwick notes
own inquiry into the cooperative ·s
that CCB never set a "singlebooks in mid-1986 didn't "disclose
borrower limit.·· The concern noted
the existence of any irregularities."
that Bank Negara limits the amount
In addition, the accoumantof loans by banks and finance
general's office, the government's
companies - though not
accountant, which conducted its
cooperatives - to individuals and
own investigation in 1986 to
concerns to 30% of shareholders'
ensure the safety of government
funds. If such a restriction was
deposits wi.£h CCB, was satisfied
enforced by the Cooperative
with the coope.r_ative's operations.
Development Department, CCB
Accompanying one of his
would have been required to issue
affidavits, Lee Sicw Kuan, a special
assistant to Bank Negara Governor
loans of no more than M$23.6
million, based on the cooperative's
Jaffar Hussein, submitted to the
1985 accounts.
court a summary of an unreleased
CCB, however, issued far heftier
11-volume report on the CCB crisis
loans to individuals or other
prepared in 1987 by the
cooperative societies, amounting
accounting fum of Peat Marwick .
to a total of MS443.6 million as of
The firm concluded that CCB
April30, 1987. For example, the
"is technically insolvent as the
chief executive of the publicly
members' funds have been wiped
listed Inter-Pacific Industrial Group
out by the provisions required for
Bhd. (formerly Raleigh Bhd ) group
bad and doubtful debts and for
of companies Vincent Tan Chee
diminution in the value of other
Yioun borrowed <~t least M$68.5
assets."
million.
The debts cited by Peat Marwick
Others include Loy Hean Heong,
arose, in part, ftom speculative
managing director of publicly listed
loans, precariously large loans to
MBf Holdings Bhd , M$35.5 mill.ion
individuals, imprudent
and Lorraine Esme Osman , MS2S.S
concentration of loans for prup~:rty
million. Mr Lorraine, former head
and share transactions, poor credit
of Bank Bumiputra Malaysia Bhd 's
evaluation, inadequate collateral
Hong Kong unit, faces fraud.
anq scant effort to recover or
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charges in the colony stemming
from loans made to the defunct
Carrian Group of companies. He is
being held in England. pending his
extradition to Hong Kong.
Of the 116 loans reviewed by
Peat Marwick, 103 were related to
property development. share
purchases or general investments.
Repayment was jeopardized when
the economy stumbled in the midl980s. undennining property and
·
share prices.
The value of the 116 outstanding
loans as of April1987 was M$874
million (including the M$443.6
million loans to single borrowers),
or 42% of CCB's total loan
portfolio. Only one of the loans
was considered ··good'. by Peat
Marwick, which noted that CCB
had recorded M S128 million in
interest income from those loans
even though "not a cent of this had
been received" up to that month.
Another category discovered by
Peat Marwick involved problem
loans for which no, cir very little,
credit evaluation existed.
An1ong those listed were loans
to Ahmad Sebi Abu Bakar, who
recently resigned as managing
director of publicly listed Sistem
Televisyen Malaysia Bhd and as
director of New Straits Tin1es
Press Bhd ; and the former
chairman of the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange Abdul Razak
Sheik Mahmood. They had
borrowed M$18.3 million and
M$5.9 million respectively.

ADDITIONAL LOANS
Th~re were several instances in
which CCB lent additional funds to
borrowers who already were behind
in interest payments from previous
loans. Other cases involved loans
extended to borrowers to repay
loans from other institutions.
. Oth~r prominent Malaysians in
debt to CCB, but who weren't
identified in the Peat Marwick
summary but who were named by
Bank Negara, include former
Information Minister Adib
Adam and Tan Loon Swan, the
brother of former Malaysian
Chinese Association president
Tan Koon Swan.
CCB's "foray into commercial

loans has been disastrous."
according to Peat Marwick. It
added that the cooperative became
"a soft touch, which lent to
borrowers that 110 other financial
institution would lend to...
Peat Marwick blamed CCB's
plight on its management. ll
contended. that C'CB "was run like a
fiefdom, wit11 poor personnel
policies, which discouraged a team
approach to management and,
instead, encouraged personal
loyalty to the then chief
executive," Ratnasingam
Mathimugam.
ln December 1986, Mr
Mathimugam resigned as CCI3 chief
executive and managing director,
along with six other directors.
several of wl10m arranged credit
lines from the cooperative to their
other business interests. ln May·
1987. he moved to Australia.
Prompted by a Malaysian police
investigation, Australian authorities
last July arrested Mr Mathimugam,
but later released him. Government
investigators in Kuala Lumpur
allege that the former CCB
executive committed criminal
breach of trust involving about
M$3 million in connection with
CCB lending. ln January, Mr
Mathlmugam won an Australian
court ruling against his extradition
to MalayJia.
Peat Mar_wick argued that Mr
Mathimugam and other executives
left behind at CCB a "legacy of
an unworkable top management
structure," as well as
"inexperienced and poorly trained
officers and staff whose competence
especially in more-sophisticated
areas like commercial loans . . .
must be questionable given the
results."
Despite the gloomy outlook
depicted by Peat Marwick, the
accounting concern maintained
that CCB could be salvaged under a
rigorous restructuring program and
with the continued fmancial
support of the government.
Without both, CCB was doomed,
Peat Marwick maintained.

announced in January 1988 that it
had assumed con rrol of C'CB. But a
year l3tur. Bank Neg:tra concluded
that C'C'B couldn't be saved and that
a "special rescue package:· involving
a takeover of the cooperative by a
finance company, was the best of
all available options.
That decision was denounced by
CCB's shareholders, who didn·t
expect the bank to pull out.
In affidavits opposing the move
to appoint receivers, the
shareholders argued thar Ban.J.Negara was acting in bad faith and
''in such a great hurry" to single
out CCB for harsh treatment. while
other beleaguered institutions were
still being nursed along to recovery
by the central bank.
The shareholders alleged that
the managing directors o£ C'C'B
appointed by Bank Negara after the
takeover had been ineffectual in
recovering problem loans from tlre
cooperative's biggest borrowers.
In addition, they claimed that Bank
Negara was conveying an overly
bleak financial picture to justify
receivership.
In court , Bank Negar.a ·s Mr Lee
denied the shareholders'
allegations. He maintained that the
management appointed by the
central bank is pursuing legal action
against 70 borrowers since assuming
control of CCB.
Mr Lee also denied allegations
that Bank Negara was protecting
several prominent borrowers by
shielding them from legal action.
For example, he said that two
major borrowers - MBFs Datuk
Tan - had
Loy and Raleigh
submitted repayment schedules.
Datuk Loy, added Mr Lee, has
already paid the first installment of
M.$1.35 million on •the M$35.6
million he still owes CCB. An
additional MSl million "is
expected'' to be paid by the end of
this month, he added. Mr Tan had
agreed to repay the MS68.6 million
outstanding under his account at
CCB, as well as loans of "certain
related borrowers," said Mr Lee.
To date, he added, Mr Tan has

SHAREHOLDERS SURPRISED

.repaid M$48.4 million.

With the accountancy firm's
report in hand, Bank Negara

Extracted from ASIAN WALL
STREET JOURNAL, March 22 ,
1989.
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DISMISSAL
We carry below a statement,
by K. Thillainathan, Chairman
of the Save CCB Committee
on the recent dismissal of CCB
workers
- Editor
e wish to extend our
sympathy to the nearly
200 employees of CCB
who were dismissed on WedncsJay
12th April. 1989 and their families.
We are fully aware that many uf
these wori-ers have put in dedicated
service for many years in C'CB and
have been responsible for its growth
since its very humble beginnings
some 30 years ago.
We arc also aware that the
remaining 438 or so who have been
utTered re-employment on ·a month
to month basis cannot have peat:e
and be contented. This offer is only
a temporary reprieve as they too
will be gradually dismissed before
CCB coukl be neatly pac:kagetl and
handed over to a finance company
by the receivers. This, according to
the spokesman for the receivers.
would be done in four months'
time. We sympathise with these
workers as they wait agonisingly for
their inevitable dismissal.
The solidarity and unity exhibited by tl1e workers in this hour of
their peril is most heartening and
Ul'lderscores the need for unity of
purpose and action by all concerned in keeping CCB as an ongoing
co-operative fmanciaJ institution.
We welcome most warmly all
who would join us in saving CCB.
If placing CCB under receivership could result in this very
desperate plight of 633 workers and
their dependents then it is not
difficult to forsee· the plight of
hundreds of Malaysians who will
eventually face a similar fate as
more co-operatives who are shareholders of CCB are forced to close
down. Have the powers-that-be
Jt:aJiy analy:;ecl tlu: CUIISt:(jUt!IICC:i vf
their decision to place CCB under
receivership and hand it over to a

W

CCB employees demonstrate: What hope for co-operath'e societies
in Malaysia?

finance Company? We doubt very
much!
For our part as shareholders we
have attempted within our means
and within the framework of the
law to resist CCB being placed
under receivership. We have all
along been conscious of the plight
of the workers as well as our own
plight as shareholders. Placing CCB
under receivership and handing it
over to a tlnance company would
eventually result in the closure of a
number of co-operative societies
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and Malaysians losing faith in the
Co-operative Movement.
Since the receivership action was
first commenced on 28 January
1989 we have been able Lo obtain
an offer of technical and fmancial
assistance from the International
Co-operative Alliance (lCA)
help CCB turn around. This has
been conveyed to the Honourable
Prime Minister, Deputy Prime
Minister who is also responsible for
the Jabatan PembaRgunan Koperasi
(JPK), oUlCf Ministers and Angkasa

to

the national co-operative centre.
Since January to the present a
number of developments have
taken place. In particular we note
and
welcome
the
numerous
attempts that are being made by
the Jabatan Pembangunan Koperas1
(J PK), the government and various
ministers including the l lonourable
Deputy Prime Minister, YAB Encik
Ghafar Baba, Dato Seri Najib, Dato
Seri Sanusi lunid and many
wmmercial financial institutions
to rescue Koperasi Usaha Bersatu
(KlJB) and Shamelin with a view to
maintaining these institutions as cooperative organisations and safeguarding the shareholders' funds
and the jobs of the workers in
these societies.
We are certain that UMNO
Youth ami its leader Dato Scri
Najib Tun Abdul Ratak were
motivated by the same noble aims
that prompted them to init1a tc
action to rescue KUB anti Shamelin
when they offered whatever assistance within their means to the
retrenched staff and expresseu
sympathy with the CCB Workers(New Straits Times - 15/4/89).
Today the only assistance that
Dato Scri Najib and UMNO Youth
can offer the CCB Workers is to
initiate action with a view to
ensuring that CCB is kept as an
ongoing co-operative financ.ialinsti·
tutiun. Should Dato Sed Najib
and UMNO be moved to pursue
this noble ideal they will be doing
a great service to the CCB workers
and the Co-operative Movement.
We urge Dato Stri Najib and UMNO
YOUTH to adopt the cause of CCB
as their cause.
We also hope that the Ministry
of Labour and particularly the
i ndustrial Relations Department
(IRD) continues to ensure that
employers adhere to established
industrial relations practice in the
hiring and firing of workers. We are
unable to understand how the
receivers, HRM. could recruit and
deploy nearly 70 workers in addition to existing staff to run CCB
while at the same lime dismiss
existi11g workers in CCB. If HRM is
dismissing workers to cut costs
then are we to understand that
fiRM is offering its se rvices for free

to CC B?
We fully support the decision of
the CCB workers to appeal to the
Prime Minister in this hour of need.
We are confident that the PM
would easily recognise, after a
careful study, that the rescue
package for CCB as formulated is
not the only or the best solution.
I t is neither in the interest of the
workers.
the
depositors
the
creditors or the shareholders. The
recent developments make this self
evident.
The present plight of the
workers in CCB is due to no fault
of theirs. They arc innocent victims

of circumstances. Any rescue
package or plan must take cogni:
sance of the realities and not punish
the innocent. At the end of the day
some 3,000 Malaysians - 600 over
workers and their dependents not forgetting the thousands and
tho usands of Malaysians who arc
shareholders will suffer because of
the present course set for CCB.
We therefore humbly urge the
Prime
Minister
to
intervene
immediately and review the entire
action regarding CC B with a view to
maintaining it as an ongoing cooperative financial institution.

e

Thl! path of the just is as the shining
light, that shineth more and more unto
the perfect day.
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GAMBLING.

Over the odds
Umno promises Muslims it will curb some gambling
SUHAINI AZNAM and NICK SEAWARD
llhoogh Islam, Malaysia's
official religion, forbius
gambling among its followers, Malaysian punters of any
stripe can bet at three racecourses,
make or Jose a small fortune at the
Genung Casino and, since the
1950s, invest their hopes and hardearned dollars in government·
licensed lotteries.
However, the contradiction is
not lost on the new United Malays
National Organisation. or Umno
(Baru) - the dominant party of
the ruling National-frQnt coalition
- and on 3 March, Deputy Prin1e
Minister Abdul Ghafar Baba assured
the party's supreme council that
the government would move to
curb gambling.
While there is no federal ban
on Muslims betting on horses or the
lotteries (the government runs the
oldest of these, the Social Welfare
Lottery, establi$hed in 1950),
Muslims are barred from the
Genting Casino in Pahang by order
of the Sultan of Pahang, who is the
state's religious leader. The Genting
Casino. which draws mainly nonMuslim Malaysians and Singaporeans, is Malaysia's only such
gambling establishment.
Gambling is a lucrative business,
and licensed operators are among
Malaysia's top taxpayers. Magnum
Corp., one of the country's three
big gambling companies, told the
Business Times recently that it pays
27% of its turnover in gaming tax in addition to 40% of its profits in
income tax. Meanwhile, police
estimate that M$5 billion (US$1.8
billion) changes hands in ·illegal
gambling each year.
The opposition Parti (slam and
other Islamic purists have often
asked why a Muslim-led govern-

ment allows gambling, but their
voices have fallen on deaf ears until now. Ghafar's recent announcement on the subject came after
three weeks of intense .anti·
gambling campaigns published in
the Utusan Malaysia. an Umnoowned daily newspaper known for
keeping an even hand between
political factions, unlike the Umnoowoed New Straits Times Press
group of publications, which are
closely identified with Finance
Minister Datuk Daim Zainuddin
and his alhes.
Although never actually named,
the campaigners' target was, ultimately. Daim, who is responsible
for issuing gambling Licences and
whose nominees and business allies
manage at least three gambling
companies.
On 7 March, Daim announced a
freeze on new gambling licences, a
withdrawal of 7C1'/o of existing slot
machine_ licences and stricter
comrols on..private lottery draws.
His deputy told parliament that
Daim would announce the government's policy on gambling soon.
Although the main thrust of
Daim's crackdown is aimed at slot
machine operations, the explosion
of gambling activity that seems to
have brought the issue to a head has
taken place in the lottery business,
an
Umno-controlled
where
company has launched one of the
two new lotteries now competing
directly with the federal government's popular Social Welfare
Lottery.
Through a network of business
alliances, nominees and front
companies, Umno has built up a
strong presence in the gambling
business over the past few years.
This presence is centred on two
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Dairn : nominees and cross-holdings

in the gambling business
publicly listed companies, Ayer
Hi!am Tin Dredging Malaysia a'nd
Sports Toto. The former is run by
Dain1's nominees and the latter is
linked
by
cross-holdings
to
companies owned by Unmo's
investment holding company. Fleet
Group.
Aycr Hi tam owns a 51 % stake in
Drumaju Enterprise, which in turn
effectively holds an 80% stake in
Sababumi (Sandakan). Another
nominee-controlled
U mno
company, Aokam Tin, which has a
22% holding in Aycr HHam, also
holds a 25% stake in Daimaju. Sababumi holds the exclusive rights to
operate
three
and
four-digit
lotteries in Sa bah, together with on
and off-course betting on horse
races. It is also selling tickets for a
Sabah Sweepstakes, with a top
prize of M$2 million - half a
million higher than the Social
Welfare Lottery.

Genting : too much a prize for UMNO to resist?

In a statement by its chairman,
Mohamad Noor Mohamad Dom,
Ayer Hitam said il expects a profit
of M$12 million a year from the
Sabah operations. I lowever, Sandakan does not even have a racecourse
yet.
Sababumi startetl construction
of a racecourse in October 1988.
The project is now way behind
schedule, and few people in
Sandakan arc even aware of the
impending advent of horse racing in
their own town - Jet alone the
intended location. Vincent Tan See
Yin - a Kuala Lumpur-based
entrepreneur who has been advising
Ayer Hiram on its diversification

plans - has been telling investors
that completion is expected soo~.
The construction . of the racecourse is crucial to Ayer llitam as it
exploits a loophole through whlch
the company gains access to the
lottery market. It emerged in
parliament recently that only two
types of lotteries are permitted in
Malaysia:
the SociaJ Welfare
Lottery, administered by the Social
and Welfare Services Board Act,
and sweepstakes lotteries organised
by Malaysian horse-racing clubs and
admjnistered by the Racing Club
(Public Sweepstake) Act, 1965.
However, due to a quirk of history,
the federal government currently
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has no controls over the setting up
of turf clubs in Sabah or Sarawak.
Another company, Ascot Sports,
is operating three off-course betting
shops in the KuaJa Lumpur area
but does not have a racecourse in
Malaysia - either completed or
under construction. Ascot is a joint
venture between Vmcent Tan Chee
Yioun (no relation to the other
Vincent Tan) and Grand Metropolitan International Racing of Britain,
and uses Bntish and Australian
horse races as its betting medjum.
On 7 March, Daim announced that
Ascot would not be permitted to
open any new outlets.
Tan, a long-time Oaim aJly, is
the ultimate controlling shareholder
of Sports Toto MaJaysia, wh1ch
holds :r Licence to run a numbers
game, on condition that it pays a
3% royalty and turns over 10% of
its annual pre-tax profits to the
NationaJ Sports Council. The
company was pnvatised by the
government in 1985 and taken
public in 1987, at which stage it
was the fastest-growing gambling
operation in the country.
In February, Sports Toto belatedly revealed that it had acquired
a 4.33% stake in Magnum Corp. in
late l 988. Magnum runs the largest
four-iligjt operation in the country
and is controUed by the investment
arm of Umno's main National
Front partner - the Malaysjan
Chinese Association. Together,
Magnum and Sports Toto have an
annuaJ turnover estimated at about
MS800 mjllion.
All eyes arc now on licensed
casino operator Genting to sec
whlch lucky Bumiputra (indigenous
MaJaysian, mainly Malay) investor
gets chosen to purchase a 30% share
in Genting's gaming and resortbased division. Thls division traditionally accounts for around 75%
of Genting's prol1ts, whkh last year
came to M$219 .8 million on a
turnover of M$480.7 million.
Cynical investors are saying openly
that a share of these profits will be
too much of a prize for Umno to
resist.
•
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ENVIRONMENT

often recall the words of a
youngster who had come with
his father from Seoul a few
summers ago to visit the mountains
in which I dwell.
"Papa, the breeze is sweet!"
Then, drinking gulps Of water
drawn up from the well of his
hands, he exclaimed,
'"Ah,
it's
delicious,
truly
delicious."
Recollections of this five-yearold's precious comments echo in
my ears to lhis day.
Sweet breeze? How direct and
poetic an expression, compared to
·the cliched description of ''fresh
and clear". Years of drinking tap
water distilled by the fumes of
chemicals, must have enhanced the
Oavour of the mineral water springing from the mountains. This is
why children , pure, transparent and
innocent, are the essence of
humanity.
Who has stolen the "sweet
breeze" from our youngsters? Who
has adulterated our delicious water?
Nature only preserves itself,
never destroys. Man, however, has
harmed and defiled nature. Mankind's disorderly industrialisation
an·d urbanisation has polluted the
fresh and clean air. As a result of
excessive materialism, man has
forgotten the gifts of nature and
the environment, and is, instead,
destroying his benefactor.
From time immemorial, nature
has bestowed countless benefits
upon mankind. The clear air, a cool
breeze, warm and bright sunshine,
pure water from the mountains and
rivers, the serene· silence of a
twilight night, rich soil from. the
fields, fragrant flowers, the lovely
songs of - birds, life sustaining
forests ....
Most o( us have taken these for
granted and without a thought.
Although survival without them
would be impossible, modern man
is insensitive to nature. In his
foolishness and greed to merely
possess, he is incapable of hearing
the cries of nature that stem from

I
F.S. SMYTHE IN
The Spirit of the Mountain
"Nature-is neither far away,
nor it is an opponent to be
conquered. It is an extension
of ourselves, a continuation
of beauty and grandeur .... "

The relationship between man
. crucJa
. 1 to our \
and nature IS
survival. The YEN. BUP JUNG
describes how this relationship
has gone sour and the consequences of this on our
environment. Man, he says,
.must return to a deeper
understanding of nature, inorder to preserve his heritage.
-Editor

\.
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having lost that which is hers. The
relationship between man and
nature should never be one of
possessor and suppliant or one of
master and slave. Nature. is the
source of life and environment. The
relationship between ·nawrc and
man must be one of mother and
child. Only within a nature that has
not been polluted or destroyed can
we enjoy a healthy existe nce with
less desolation and pollution.
Nature is the oasis where man can
nurse and rest his soul. We should
also bear in mind that once our
earthly lives are over :1nd are
reduced to a fistful of ashes. we will
return to nature once again.
In the latter half of the 20th
ce111ury , tl.e destruction of nature
and pollution of our environment
has taken on serious proportions.
The fear of nuclear warfare , the
population explosion, famine, the
widening gap between the haves
and have-nets, the depletion of
natural resources and the polluted
environment - all t11ese problems
are indicative of the growing
distance between man and his
fellow men, and the wounded
relationship between man and
nature. The fact that in the name of
peace, atomic bombs, more than
sufficient to destroy all life forms
on the surface of the earth, are
being stored, is enough to
symbolise the huge gulf between
man and nature. The severe pollution of mountains and oceans,
streams and fields are symptoms of
a relationship gone sour.
Nature provides man with
elements essential to hls physical
and spiritual sustenance without
making any demand whatsoever in
return. The relationship closely
resembles a merciful mother who
grants her child all that she can
without a second thought.
Man's life would be enriched if
he accepted these gifts with grace
and applied them usefully but his
ingratitude has resulted in the
squandering of these precious resources. The potential atomic
energy that exists on this earth
should not be directed at er:~dicat
ing the human race or destr'oying
the planet. How can we accept the
irony that man's fate - his survival

- is threatened oy his own invention. nuclear weapons?
Our excessive usage of mineral
energies. such as coal :liH.l oil has
adversely affe!;ted our environment.
Over-consumption has resulted in
the transformation of our planet
into an enormous greenhouse. This
has resulted in a growing threat to
wild life and extreme drought leading to poor returns from agnculture. This is the high price t11at
humanity pays for its greed and
foolishness in destroying nature and
polluting the environmenr. To use
the metaphor of mother and child
again, this is the result of the child's
arrogance and ingratitude towards
his mother's abundant grace.
As the British economist E.F.
Schumacher. auth01 of Small is
Beautiful. once remarked, infinite
growth does not suit this finite
world.
Nature is not only an eternal
mother but a grent teacher as well.
There is an inherent order within
itself. which is manifested in many
forms. With spring, summer,
autumn and winter we witness the
order in the seasons. Rain quenches
the thirst of droughts, and even
endless floods are put to an end.
Winds set free restrained elements
while darkness descends at the end
of day to relieve the fatigue accumulated from the day's labour.
..Man must learn to obey the
rules andordcr of nature. We must
learn from nature how to live a
natural life. This is because that
which is natural is also healthy.
For those of us who rely on and
live in the mountains, nature is not
just a mere composition of trees, '
water, soil and rocks but a living
organism that never withers.
Nature does more than control
the blossoming and wilting of
flowers. There is poetry and music,
silence, thought and religion in the
ways of nature. It should be noted
that the most profound thoughts or
religions germinated from the soils
of great nature, amidst the forests
of greenery, serene rivers and silent
deserts, not in classrooms made of
bricks and cement.
When the body is ill we seek
hospitals for treatment, but no
hospital can cure the ailments of
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the soul. Like a child seeking his
mother's bosom. we can revive our
souls in the arms of nature by
listening to sountls and living by her
rules.
The most common disease afnicting modern man, neurosis, cannot
be cured by medicine. Only by
leading a natural life can the
mind function naturally. Man's
spirit becomes serene when he lives
amidst fields and trees. plants and
water. Without the need to rush
through the day. he becomes enlightened to the ways of life that
arc truly human.
Nature offers us many lessons
without words. Our shallow knowledge must acquiesce to nature's
omniscience, and listen in silence to
her inner voice with an inner enr.
Within this silence the secrets of
creation and the mystery of love
may be learned. For a tiny seed to
germinate and spring forth with
leaf. nower and fru it , much
patience and silence is needed.
Serenity is an essential ct)lldition
for the realisation of nature's
identity because nature itself is an
enormous silence.
In the beginning, before the
Word was spoken. one can imagine
a weighty and heavy silence, for
silence is the very language of the
cosmos. We must realise that the
exceptional though-ts and profound
religions originated from the great
silence of nature. This is also
conveyed to us in the silence of Zen
masters or the ascetic in the desert.
An anecdote relates how an
ascetic visited the great priest
Wonro before entenng his life in
the desert.
"Master, please tell me one thing
- how I may be saved." To this,
Wonro replied.
"If you wish to salvage your
soul. do not open your mouth to
anyone who seeks you before he
asks you to."
They were undoubtedly aware
of the relative importance of
silence. One may ·keep silent but
hold another in contempt. In this
case he is constantly breaking the
silence. However, one may be
preserving silence even through
conversation if he were to speak
only when necessary.

Man must learn the art of silence
from nature. and thus realise that
he is part of the cosm1c scheme.
In "Genesis", God says the
following to his first-made man and
woman.
"Be fruitful, multiply. fill the
earth and conquer it. Be masters of
the fish of the sea, the birds of
heaven and all living animals of the
earth."
The "earth" He speaks of here
may be substituted by nature.
Nature. however, is not an object to
be ~:onquered in the normal sense.
Conquer. in the context of the
biblical text above, seems to imply
more of a harnessing rather than
the plundermg of the abundant
natural resources entrusted to man.
Frequently we hear of the
"conquest of Mt. Everest" in the
newspapers :md TV, which to nu•
seem to be words of utter nonsense.
If the mount had truly been
conquered, man ought to be able to
live there - instead he crawls down
in less than an hour's time. Those
engaged in the media should be
educated enough to know better
than to write such thoughtless and
arrogant words. The mountain has
toleratcu the courage of brave
souls, and allowed their climbing,
not their conquest. In his book,
The Spirit of the Mountain, the
British mountain climber and writer
F.S. Smythe wrote the following:
"Nature is neither far away, nor
is it an opponent to be conquered. It is an extension of ourselves, a continuation of beauty
and grandeur. We arc enlightened in the mountains, and learn
the way of life."
He continues to view the act of
mountain-climbing as an effort on
man's part to familiarise himself
with nature.
"Climbing to the top is not all
there is to mountain-climbing. We
should not be like soldiers conquering a city previously conquered by
others; rather gratitude and humility should fill our hearts when
visiting the mountains."
Such an altitude should be
applicable, not only to mountainclimbing, but to au of life's efforts,
so that how we attain becomes
more important. In the words of

Smythe. "nnt the crown but the
kingdom"; the joy of mountainclimbing rests in every step of the
climb. inhaling the scents and
listening to nature's heani.lcat.
Those who mount for the ple<tsure .
of yelling to hear et:hoes arc but
novices who have not reahscu the
true meaning of mountameermg.
Silence indeed offers the greatest
rest and holinoss.
Nature is not just mere land, but
rather a founuation for all our live~.
It is the holy land of our ancestors,
relatives, friends, anu loved one~. of
countless other souls. Thus land
should never become merely a
means
of
money-makmg or
development, but should be kept
anu preserved by those who love it.
In 1855, the President of the
United States Franklin Pierce
pressurerl the Indian chief of the
Swami tribe, Seattle, to sell the
land of what is now Washington
State. To this. chief Seattle replied:
"How can we buy or sell the sky or
the warmth of land? Such thoughts
to us are inconceivable. We arc not
in possession of the freshness of the
air, or the water-bubbles. Lvery
corner of this land is holy to my
people. They remain holy in the
memory of my people - from the
sparkling pineleafs, the sandy
beaches and the mist of dark
broouing forests, to the songs of
insects ....
"We know that White Men do
not understand our way of life. Our
piece of land is exactly like any
other, because he comes at night to
rob the land of wbat he needs.
Land, to him, is not a brother but
an enemy. After conquering a piece
he proceeds to the next. After
devouring the land with his voracious appetite, only deserts remain
"Our God is the same God that
you worship. His compassion
extends equally to White Men and
Indians. This land is precious to
Him and harming it, therefore,
would be an insult to our Creator.
The White Man will be extinguished. If you continue to pollute your
sleeping place, some day you will
find yuUI~If ~uffocating amjdst
your wastes. When the buffalos are
killed and wilu horses tamed, when
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the sanctifieu corners of the forest
arc damaged by the stench of
humans, that will be the end of life
and the commencement of death.
"When the last Inuians arc
extinct f'rom this land and only the
shadows of clouds 1raversing the
plains remain, even then the spirit
of my people will be preserved by
the beaches and forests. This is
because, like a new-born babe
listening to the heartbeat in the
bosom of his mother. my people
love this land.
"After we turn over our land to
you, keep in mind that we will
continue to love and cherish this
land as we always have. After you
have taken this land from us, love
this lanu as you do your children,
as our God does us. with all your
might, allll ability and heart. We
know that your God and ours is the
same. This lanu is precious to Him,
and White men cannot be exempted
from th1s common fate."
This leIter must have been a
revelation to the President 130
years ago. It is still relevant to
modern man who <.."OntiJmes to
destroy and pollute nature.
Human life cannot cJtist independently of the ecological cycle.
Our actions have a direct impact on
the scheme of nature and as a resu It
we are sure to feel their effect.
Such is the order.
Today our attitude needs to be
changed. Only by undergping a
complete internal conversion in our
reckless living pattern can catastrophes be avoided. More than anything the problem lies in our
complacency - mistaking our lifestyle which emphasises consumption as normal.
There is a need to establish a
new relationship between man and
nature, not one of conquest and
exploitation but of co-operation
and comparuonship. There is an
ancient saying, "Those who fall to
the ground rise from the ground."
In order for us all to lead truly
human lives in a pleasant natural
environment, we desperately need
to rise to the challenge facing us
today.

e

Extracted from
SEEDS OF PEACE

DETAINEES WATCH

TORTURE UNDER ISA
A State-controlled machinery?

HERE was relief, and joy
recently when all but two
of those detained under the
Internal Security Act in the infamous Operation Lallang of
October 1987 were released.
The period of detention without
trial for the detainees and their
families has been one long nightmare from which many of them arc
still awaking from. For the public
ar large, it is only now that reportS
of the physical and mental violence
and terror experienced by those
detained are trickling out - horrifying detail by horrifying detail.
r or many of the detainees. the
11 1-c.atment started immediately
after their arrest and continued well
into the 60-day investigation
period. They were totally at the
mercy of the Special Branch's
"chamber of horrors" tnctics.
Evidence gathered so far indicate
that detainees were generally

T

subjected to prolonged interrogation in deliberately overcooled
rooms, deprived of sleep for extendecr periods of time and
threatened with indefinite detention without trial. The Amnesty
International Re port on Operation
Lallang released on Dec 20, 1988 ,
pointed out that interrogators
humiliated and terrorised several
detainees during interrogation with
mock sexual assaults. "Uncooperative" detainees were beaten
up, punched and slapped.
Detainees were mostly held
incommunicado during the 60-day
period. In many cases. their families
had no notion where they were
being held. Others were given limited access to families, relatives and
defence counsel. One detainee has
described the so-called investigation
period a~ "a licenced period for the
Special Branch to terrorise and
torture''.
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Social activist Irene Xavier,
arrested on Oct 31, was whacked
repeatedly with a stick on the ninth
day of interrogation in an icy-cold
cell. She is still shocked at how she
was reduced to virtually a slave by
"people paid by public funds".
ln a more extreme case, Special
Branch interrogators took turns to
kick and slap Abdul Rahman
Hamzah, a well-known Sarawak
political figure. He was made to
perform humiliating acts for the
amusement of his torturers and
suffered excruciating blows to his '
body each time he fell or slowed
down.
Jamaluddin Othman @ Yeshua
Jamaluddin, a Malay of Christian
faith, was stripped naked and
forced to enact the crucifixion of
Jesus Christ. He injured his back
and suffered internal injuries os a
result of repeated bodily assau'lts by
Special Branch officers.

"No exceptional circumstances
whatsoever. whether a state of war
or a threat of war, internal political
instability or any other public
emergency, may be invoked as a
justification of torture". The
Convention also provides for
interrogation methods and practices
to be systematically reviewed and
for prompt and impartial investigation when there are reasonable
grounds to believe that an act of
torture has been committed.

Independent Inquiry

The above incidents are mere
surface scratches on the "chamber
of horrors" where ISA detainees
were imprisoned. (See Victims of
Torture for more details). Such
torture reports have reached the
public as a result of habeas corpus
cases in the High Court and through
interviews with the victims in nonestablishment publications. The
regular Press has failed (and feared)
to take up the issue despite its
far-reaching implications on the
state of human rights in the
country.

Blind Eye to Reports
Furthermore, the sworn testimonies concerning ill-treatment
revealed through various court
proceedings have not been heeded
or dealt with by the authorities.
The authorities, not least of all the
Advisory Board, has preferred to
turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to
consistent reports of harsh and
oppressive treatment under ISA
detention. Their attitude is contrary to Inspector-General of Police
Tan Sri Haniff Omar's assurance
late last year that "stern action will
be taken against any police personnel, irrespective of rank, found to
have used criminal force on
suspects". Minjsters, in particu~r
that of Home Affairs, have kept
mum over torture allegations which
have been raised in Parliament.
Their silence only adds weight to

the widely-held view that torture
is usually part of the State-control-

led machinery to suppress dissent.
The systematic use of physical
and mental torture in the course of
interrogations violates not only
international legal standards, but
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, proclaimed 40 years ago by
the United Nations and without
doubt, one of the most important
documents of the 20th Century.
Article 5 of the Declaration lays
down very clearly that, "No one
shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or p.unishment".
Torture h.e.re is taken to mean,
"any act by which severe pain or
suffering, whether physical or
mental, is intentionally inflicted on
a person for such purposes as
obtaining from him or a third
person information or a confession,
punishing him for an act he or a
third person has committed, or intimidating him or coercing him or a
third person, or for any reason
based on discrimination of any
kind, when such pain or suffering is
inflicted by or at the instigation of
or w1th the consent or acquiescence· of a public official or other
person acting in a public capacity

,

The Convention against Torture
and Other Cruel, inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punish·
ment, which came into force on
June 26, J 987, further states that,
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It is in this context that Aliran
sees an urgent need for an independent commission to look into the
use of torture on detainees. The
affidavits of at least two victims of
the lSA provide sufficient grounds
for such a commission to be set up
without further delay unless the
Government has something to hide.
The methods and findings of the
commission, to be headed by a
senior or retired judge, should be
made public. If proven that an act
of torture was committed by or at
the instigation of a public official,
criminal proceedings should be
instituted against the offenders.
Such a move will help to hail the
increasing trend towards "licenced
violence" against victims of the
ISA. It is also necessary to prevent
the very real possibility that with·
out any kind of censure or action
against the use of interrogative
violence, the Malaysian Special
Branch may degenerate to even
more horrendous methods of
torture like the infamous "water
treatment" or attaching electric
wires to victims' genitals. Furthermore, such torture allegations
dangling like soiled laundry over
the authorities is not going to look
good on the Government when the
Commonwealth Heads of State
gather in Kuala Lumpur at the end
of this year.
Over and above the need for
such an inquiry, is the abolition of
the ISA which Malaysians have
come to associate as a bitter
medication to keep the present
e
regime alive.
JOCELINE TAN

VICTIMS OF TORTURE
Malaysia's own chamber of horrors
RENE Xavier, a social activist,
was grabbed by two men as she
stepped out of a lift in Singapore
on Oct 3 1, 1987. The two wellbuilt men were from the Singapore
Internal Security Department and
they were helping their brothers
from across the causeway. Hours
later, Irene and her friend and
colleague Sebil John Joseet were
handed over to the Malaysian
Special Branch. The next 56 days
were the most humiliating in her
life. She was abused, insulted,

I

threatened

and

bullied like

au

animal.
" I shall always remember how
on the ninth day of my detention
I was beaten with a stick. It was the
most humiliating experience in my
life. 1 was forced to stand there

while an inspector of the Special
Branch beat me with a stick ... to
remind me that they were not going
to treat women more leniently. 1
was truly in a state of shock. This
can't be happening ro me!"
Irene was released on Oct 21 ,
1988 but is still feeling the aftermath of her traumatic experience.
BDUL Rahman Hamzah, a
former Sarawak Assemblyman and political secretary
to the fanner Sarawak Chief
Mini:.Le1 Wa$ a~rested at hi:; hume in
Kuching on Sept ::o, 1988, and
flown to Kuala Lumpur. In his
affidavit to the High Court, he told
of how he was so severely beaten
by his interrogators that at one
state, he lost con$ciousness out of

A
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pain and fear.
Among other things, his interrogators throttled him until saliva
dribbled down his chin and his
tongue hung out, all the while hitting him in the face and head. They
twisted his wrist and his body
round several times before swinging
him violently against the wall. He
was forced to perform mock sexual
acts by his sneering torturers, who
also used stretched rubber bands to
ruck painfully at his ears, chest and
nipples.
They threw ash trays at him and
beat and poked at him with a
broom. He had to do endless,
strenuous exercises like duck·
walking, frog-leaping, crawling on
all fours and "swimming" on the
floor. All these were aimed at

destroying his self-esteem and
reducing him to a l1elpless wreck. If
he stopped from exhaustion, they
kicked him.
They put a large tin over his
head and hit it hard with a stick.
The sound within was deafening
and he suffered cuts and bruises all
over his head and face. He was also
"wet
given
the
notorious
submarine" treatment documented
by Time magazine as used in Latin
America. They pushed his face into
a filthy squat-type toilet and
flushed it repeatedly.
Abdul Rahman recalled: "The
interrogators would appear to be
possessed by the devil. When they
interrogated me, their lips, bands
and flngers would quiver. At times
like this, I was frightened as 1 felt I
was in the hands of people who had
lost their reason". The torture only
stopped after he caved in and
"confessed" to having planted
explosives at the Sarawak Semarak
site in July last year.
Abdul Rahman is still detained
in Kamunting, Taiping and he has
named seven officers responsible
for interrogating and torturing him:
Kamus Abdullah, Haflz Faizal,
A. Sallam Halim, Norman Hussein,
Zaidi Hashim, Hj Hassan Salleh and
Abu Bakar.

I

HOW Chee Keong, a social
activist, was arrested at his
_ office early in the morning
of Oct 28, 1987 and bundled into a
Black Maria. He was questioned for
nearly 13 hours after that and
coerced to admit to being a
communist or Marxist.
An interrogator tried to burn his
• genitals with a burning rolled-up
piece of newspaper. They pulled his
hair, stepped hard on his fingers
and toes with their booted feet and
whacked his back with rolled-up
bundles of newspaper.
They also enjoyed kicking his
chair from under him, causing him
to topple to the floor and splashing
him with cold water before standing his dtenched body in front of

C

AMALUDDIN Othman ~!"
Yeshua Jamaluddin was recently freed by the Supreme
Court. which ruled that he had the
right to freed om of religion under
the Constitution. His affidavit revealed some of the da'rker sides of
detention under the ISA.
Jamaluddin, a Malay who
converted to Christianity and subsequently became Pastor of the
Fellowship of Indigenous Christians
in Selangor, was arrested under the
ISA on Oct 27, 1987.
His interrogators stripped him
naked and forced him to enact the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ. As he
was made to crawl naked on the
floor, for 10 minutes, one Inspector
Yusoff told several other Special
Branch officers in the room: "T ni
orang Melayu tak sedar diri".
He was not allowed sleep for
days at a stretch and was warned
that he would not be fed unless he
co-operated. The same Inspector
Yusoff also threatened to "disturb"
his girlfriend if he did not divulge
the information they demanded.
Inspector Yusoff and two other
inspectors, Zainuddin and Ayub,
assaulted him on several occasions
causing him to injure hjs back and
pass out blood in his urine.
At one stage of his interrogation ,
he was made to stand for two hours
on one, leg with both arms outstretched holclTng his slippers. A
woman constable and her young
daughter were brought in to watch
hin1, while a police constable said:
" Ini Melayu tak sedar diri, tukar

J

the air-conditioner. He was made to

do so many push-ups that he could
hardly lift his arms to feed himself.
Chow was released on Aug 25,
1988.
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agama, tak malu!"
Jamalutldin was also coerced to
convert back to Islam.
" I got the clear impression that
all my interviews with the Special
Branch officers was for the purpose
of getting me to change my religion
from Christianity to !slam," he told
the court .

.
A

RCHlTECTS Cecilia Lim
and her husband Soh Weng
Seng were abducted by the
s·pecial Branch near Komtar,
Penang on the evening of Dec 11,
1987. The pair together with their
two-year-old son Bryan were forced
into separate cars and taken to a
hotel suite. They were interrogated
non-stop for 24 ho'urs, during
which Soh was hit in the head for a
remark wh.ich his interrogators did
not find amusing.
_
They were only allowed to go
home after they "agreed'" to help
lure back several people wanted by
the Singapore Government to
complete its fictitious and imaginative grand Marxist plot. The pair
were called up for more i~terrogative sessions in the months that
followed . ln February last year,
they furtively made their way to
Bangkok where after many'anxious
moments, they Oed to Australia to
join Lim's family. They have since
denied allegations of involvement in
any Marxist plot in statements to
the Australian Press and international agencies.
e
Joceline Tan

APARTHEID

DE

s

The boycott campaign against
Shell for continuing to fuel
the South African regime is
snowballing. Malaysians who
have so strongly opposed
apartheid should chip in, says
TONG VENG WYE.
-Editor

he on-going international
boycott of Shell is, in truth,
directed against apartheid.
One should not lose sight of that.
Apartheid in South Africa has gone
beyond the stage where it will make
a graceful exit of its own. On the
contrary, we believe apartheid has
to be nudged firmly to a peaceful
exit, to become extinct as the
dinosaurs did. Disinvestment by
Shell in South Africa would help
significantly in making that nudge
possible.
Shell unfortunately, is caught in
an extremely awkward position of
providing not only energy and
material and technological support
to the South African Government,
but also psychological support. It
claims to be helping to end apartheid, but the bottom line remains
that Shell is there to do business. It
set up shop in South Africa to
make profits (US$50 millions in
1987), not to dismantle apartheid.
Whatever its efforts towards
opposing apartheid, they are only
incidental to its entrepreneurial
existence in South Africa - mere
palliatives within a system that is
inherently oppressive. It is some·
what similar to giving powerful
painkillers when the cause of the
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ELLNG
AFRICA
pain is a cancerous oversupply of
white cells in the blood. The illness
itself goes untreated.
The unfortunate position of
Shell was revealed in a statement by
the chairperson of Royal Dutch
Petroleum Mr C. A. Wagner in an
interview with a Dutch weekly in
December 1986 (The Shell parent
company is in the Netherlands):
" I am convinced that we, Shell
that is .... do everything possible,
though it is not much, since one is
embedded in a terrible zystem ...
When it becomes clear that one
cannot do much, then one has to
pose the question as to whether it is
morally justified to work in a
country with a reprehensible regime
... If we were not already there, I

would not have gone to South
Africa."
The statement, no doubt a
rather conciliatory one uttered
more than two years ago, is nevertheless one to be treated with some
circumspection because Shell has
shown little sign of disinvesting in
South Africa since then. The parent
company has affirmed its intention
to stay in South Africa. Shell has
expanded its South Afncan operations and it has also resorted to
engaging
a
Washington-based
boycott-busting consulting firm
called Pagan In ternational to under·
mine the boycott against Shell.
Pagan International was founded by
Rafael Pagan, who helped Nestle
counter a boycott of its products

MAY ACTION: SHELL OUT OF SOUm
AFRICA
Mid May the Annual Shareholdm Meeting of
the Shell company in the Umted Kingdom and the
Netherlands takes place in London and The Hague
respectively. In the U.K. as well ns in the
Netherlands the opportunity will be i.ted to give

impetus to the campaign for the ~thdtawal of
Shell from South Africa. Around and during the
time of the Sbarebolaers• Meetmg anti.!Sbell
actions will be undertaken in both countries. We
ask anti-apartheid grou~. trade unio~ church
organizations, poutical parties, etc, also to organize
actions against Shell during Mny. A large number
of activities m a short penod will ensure
1113Ximum pressure on the company to cease
pport of parthe'd. All kinds of ctions .
contribute to this pressure; ies better to organize a
6IT18llaction than no action.
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SHELL IN SOUTH AFRICA- THE FACI'S·
'* Shell has in South Africa apprQx, 800 million
U. S~ dollars invest~ents.
* Shell's annual turnover is more than 2 billion
US dollars in South Africa.
* Shell m de SO million US dollm profit in
1987.
• Shell ba about 18 p rcent share in the South
Afncan petrol market.
• According to the calculations, Shell delivers
more than 800,000 Utres of fuel to the South
African irmy per day.
• Shell annually exports m excess of 6.5 million
tons of ~ out of South Africa.
* Shell supplie technical knowledge to the
aparthe1d system; in 1984 the compan)
registered there 86 patents.
•
• Shell is .involved in many economic activities
in South Africa, varying from a z:ino-leadmine,
coabnining, an oilrefinery to forestry proJects.

a

after its marketing practices led to
increased deaths among babies in
poqr countries. Pagan also worked
for Union Carbide in the wake of
the Bhopal catastrophe.
The primacy of business interests however, is reflected more
clearly in a statement by the former
chairman of Shell South Africa
which showed that Shell South
Africa takes public pride in being a
major social change agent in apartheid society. In an interview with
the Johannesburg Sunday Star he
said Shell is a "dominant force in
the market-place and in South
African society." Asked if Royal
Dutch/Shell doesn't therefore have
a responsibility to stop fuelling
South Africa until the apartheid
system is ended and a non-racial,
democratic government installed,
he answered, "Once we pull out of
the South African market, we
could never get back again."
Because of the major role played
by Shell South Africa, there is no
doubt that its disinvestment would
constitute an equally majur step
towards that firm nudge needed for
apartheid's extinction. The South

African regime would suffer psychologically and materially. That is
why Shell must be persuaded to
disinvest in South Africa even if it
will hurt. It must be persuaded that
the little good it does for a small
segment of the Blacks it employs in
South Africa cannot be justified by
the long-terTn shoring of the South
African militariStic regime.
We do not think that Shell
South Africa or Royal Dutch
Petroleum are corporations necessarily run by heartless, compassionless individuals. There is a spark of
goodness and compassion in all of
humanity. The campaign to
boycott Shell and its related
products seeks to enliven that spark
in order that it may enlighten the
choices which Shell must make
where South Africa is concerned.

WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING
People from more than 10
countries have undertaken measures
aimed at the boycott of Shell oil
and related products such as automotive as well as home products
like insecticides and furniture
polish. The international campaign
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has been carried out in the United
States, Great Britain, the Nether·
lands, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Australia, Portugal, Belgium, Italy,"
Japan and Canada. Ordinary
people, union leaders, city mayors,
churches and community leaders
have all been part of the campaign.
And it has not been done without some effect. A Shell Norway
official for instance told a Norwegian weekly that effects of the
boycott have been felt in Norway,
Sweden , Denmark. the Netherlands,
and partly in the US. Shell's market
share fell 6.6 per cent in Britain in
1987 after Shell became the
number one target of the antiapartheid movement there. In
Denmark it fell by about 7 per
cent since the campaign started in
1986.

UNITED STATES
In United States, the cities of
Boston and Berkeley decided in
December last year to stop buying
Shell products until Shell cuts all
ties with South Africa. About I 00
mayors of cities in the US, Canada
and Europe have also co-sponsored
a statement demanding that Royal
Dutch/Shell withdraw from South
Africa. The American cities included Los Angeles, Washington D C,
Denver and Detroit. AI the same
time the United Methodist Church,
whose 9.8 mi1Jion members make it
the second largest Protestant
church in the US, has taken a
decision to join the Shell boycott.
Four other churches joined the
boycott in 1988. Meanwhile,
Harvard University decided to sell
all of its shares in the Royal Dutch
Petroleum Company and the Shell
Transport and Trading Company.

CANADA
In Canada, Shell personnel recruiters pulled out of planned
interviews at the University of
Manitoba because of a student
demorn>tration
against
the
company's role in South Africa.
Leafleting of Shell petrol stations
has also taken place in Vancouver
to pubticise the boycott. Mean·
while the national convention of
the Catholic Women's League of

Canada adopted a resolution urginEt
members "to cooperate with other
Canadtan organisations and join in
solidarity with other nationa I
churches in boycouing Shell." The
British Columbia Tcac11ers' Federation
has divested $415.000
(Canadian) w-orth of shares held in
Shell.

NORWAY
In Norway. an imnunent agreemen! by wltich Shell Norway would
help sponsor the Norwegian Foot·
ball Association fell through when
the association backed out at the
last minute. Under the sponsoring
agreement the I st division in
Norway would have been renamed
"Shell League''. The association's
decision followed a call in
December by the Norwegian
Council for South Africa that the
Association follow the policy
adopted by other sports organiza-

tions not to accept financial
support from oil companies active
in South Afrka. A top Norwegian
footbaUer also announced that he
would quit his I st division team if
the association accepted money
from Shell.

NETHERLANDS
In the Nlltherlands, two Dutch
cities terminated contracts with
Shell last year with the result that
municipal vehicles will not run anymore on Shell petrol and public
works departments will not be
supplied by Shell. An anti-apartheid
committee called "Shell out of
South Afnca" is also planning a
three-day blockade of the Shell
laboratory in Amsterdam from 19
to 21 April. .The Amsterdam Shell
laboratory plays a major role in the
transfer of essential technical knowledge to Shell South Africa, with
regular exchange of research

HUMAN RIGHTS CB:AMPION, ALLAN BOESAX.
DURING ADEMONSTRA'DON AGAINST
APARTHEID ON 11 JUNE 1988 IN
AMSTERDAM:
'1 haye beard SheU say that it is the champion
of human rights (in South Mrlca). I am happy to
ht!ar that because us Blacks in South Africa do not
know that. All we know is that military vehicles
fillled with SheU petroleUin·afe riding in the
townshipS terrorising our people:Vou cannot allow
that You cannot tolerate that South Africa's
military airplanes, supplied with SheU fue11 are
killing people in Angola and Mozambique. SheU
bas to do one thing and that is to withdraw from
South Africa, the sooner the better".
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personnel. At the same time, many
patents registered in South Africa,
mostly related to oil technology,
had been developed in Amsterdam .
In another development, the prestigious D~!lft Technical University
withdrew plans to award an
honourary doctorate to the
President of Royal Dutch/Shell
l.C. van Wachem, citing the
company's practice in fueling South
Africa's apartheid system.

AUSTRALIA
In Australia. the Australian
Anti-Apartheid Movement, AAAM
(Victoria}, has organised pickets
and leaneting at Shell service
stations. Campaigners telephone
Shell's senior management and
lower level employees in the
Victoria headquarters to debate
Shell's role in South Africa. The
Australian Olympic Federation
President, Kevin Cosper has also
become a focus for AAAM
(Victoria). Australia is bidding to
host the 1996 Olympics and Mr
Cosper is head of Shell in Australia.
AAAM (Victoria) argues that
African nations would fight against
the Australian bid because of Mr
Cosper's position in Shell. To
facilitate a successful bid by
Australia for the 1996 games
AAAM (Victoria) has called for Mr
Cosper's resignation as President of
the Australian Olympic Federation.

FINLAND
Several cities in Finland have
terminated their contracts with
Shell. In October 1988 Turku,
Finland's second largest city and
the town of Savolinna terminated
contracts with Shell Finland. At the
same time, the National Church of
Finland has decided to ask Shell to
withdraw fro.:n South Africa.
It is clear that the international
campaign to boycott Shell is gathering strength from day 1o day. It is
thus disappointing that, in Malaysia, despite its vociferous anti·
apartheid stand, Petronas has
awarded Sarawak Shell Bhd (SSB)
another I 5-year production sharing
contract. Under the contract, SSB
and Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd will
become joint contractors to

Petronas. each having a 50 per
cent partlctpating interest. The
contra~:! entitles Shell to drill new
wells and to work old ones.
Once again the present Government fails to match words with
deeds. No doubt Shell is nut the
source of apartheid itself but the
intention here is to get the message
through the sister companies to the
parent company that it must disinvest in South Africa. Petronas'
award of the contract to Shell
Sarawak is a step backwards.
Nevertheless ordinary people can
and often do live up to standards of
greater worth than Governments
do. Let us put our minds on the
right track and our hearts in the
right place and decide to boycott
Shell products. Let us "Get The
Shell Out Of South Africa!"
e

LHITERS con t 'd from page 15
The only reaso n is that they don't want
to end up in Kamunting.
Sorry to say that I'm one of them.
After the October incident, I started
reading A/fran, Rocket and other maga·
zines and from tbese I found that we are
living in a country under authoritarian
rule because the authorities can arrest
anyone they like, ban anything they like,
change any law they like, remo~c anybody they wish and even go agamst the
Court's ruling by re-arresting citizens
freed by the courts.
1 caU upon aU caring Malaysians to
unite and teach the Barisan NasionaJ ·a
lcswn. Although thegovernmen1 can use
ISA to ariest some of the people but. on
the other hand , we can use our votes to
kick them out. Remember that only the
people can abolish ISA and 110 one else.
I'm sure all justice loving Malaysians
oppose the use of !SA. Therefore i~ is
very essential for us, the rakyat, to thmk
carefuUy about who should form our
next government. Should it be the 'BN'
again? A vote for the 'BN' means that we
support the continued use of ISA and
other unjust laws.
LL CHENG,
1\ualo Lumpur

WHAT [S DEVELOPMENT?
he tact that Malaysians arc very
ignorant regarding matt~r~ hap·
pening locaUy surprises me! Ju~
try mentioning Bhopal or Chern?byl - It
will certainly bring back mcmoncs of the
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industrial mishaps. This shows that we
arc more aware of things foreign to us
but are not bothered about our own
local problems.
Let us take the Bukit Merah issue for
instance: the plight of these people is
not receiving any consideration. The residents in Bukit Mcrah are suffering from
the ill-effects of so-called development.
It takes the form of the Asian Rare
Earth (ARE) factory that is producing
Yytrium Oxide and other rare earth
chlorides from Monazite (obtained from
Amang, a by-product of tin mining).
In its production process, the waste,
Thorium Hytlroxide is produced. This
waste ~s a rad~active level of 0.012
mCi/grn
(micro-Curie/gramme)
and
according to the Radioactive Substance
Act a material which is above 0.002
mcl/gm is considered radio-actiye and
hazardous to health.
To make matters worse. it bas a half
life of 14 billion ycar10 and until now no
~fc method of storing th ese waste has
been found. At present the ARE arc
actually storing them in plastic bags and
containers and evidence show that no
proper safety measures are taken. The
radiation emitted is highly hazardous
and that is the reason why the people in
Bukit Merah arc against it. They are
only standing up for their right to
breathe clean air and to have a safe and
healthy environment. Thorium Hydro·
xide (Thorium 232) and its compound
are carcinogenic due to their radioactivity. Thorium is a bone seeker which has a
long residence time in the skeleton.
Studies .have shown that highest concenrra\ion~ of Thorium were measured in
lymph nodes, bones, lungs, kidneys,
livers and spleens.
After knowing all these facts, I still
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cannot understand why the government
still allows the operation of thu factory.
Perhaps it goes back to the meaning of
development! What is development~ For
me the purpose of development IS to
satisfy the fundamental. rights. C?f the
people, to reduce social mequalines, to
marntain or increase harmony between
man and nature and man and" man.
Development must not be understood as
physical - tall and highrisc buildings,
well-lit streets or long bridges and luxurious parks! What is the point of having
all tllis when the health of the next
generation is deteriorating? Why arcn:l
we doing something? Do we have to wa1t
until the ..situation gets out of hand like
the Love Canal or the Boric Acid case
before reacting?
The government, before accepting
any forin of technology, should weigh
the pros and cons. Defining "development" merely on the bllsis of income is
not sufficient. I am not against develop·
ment but I feel that if they bting such
ill-effects - they should be done away
with! Here 1 would lilce to plead to all
rational, thinking Malaysians to be more
sen.s itive and vocal. The problem faced
by the residents in Bukil Merah will
soon be a problem for all of us. As was
said by the International Comm~ion o_f
Jurists at a conference held 111 Apnl
1981 in Netherlands, every person has
the right to participate in and benefit
from development in the sense of
improvement in t.h e standard and quality
of life. The question is whether the
people of Bukit Merah are actuallr
gaining or benefitting from thiS
"development"!
SATISH VASUDEVAN.
Kuala Lumpur

INTEGRASI KAUM

INDIA PARIAH DAN
MELAYUJAWA
ijil Kelahiran merupakan
satu dokumcn
pcnting
dalam kehidupan rakyat
negara mi. Antara butir-butir yang
terkandung di dalamnya, butir
mengenai keturunan mernpunyai
pengertian yang besar, sekurang·
kurangnya dalam urusan rasmi.
Selalunya keturunan ditulis sebagai
Melayu, Cina atau India. Ttulah
yangla7im.
Tetapi suatu hal yang luarbiasa
berlaku kepada anak seorang buruh
di Ladang Sungai Bernam, Selangor.
Balai Polis di sana, sewaktu rnengcluarkan Sijil Kelahiran kepada
P Manonmoney pada Mac 1979
telah menuliskan 'India Pa riah"
pada ruangan keturunan. Ibubapanya yang bura huruf tidak sedar
akan hal ini.
Entah bagaimana Iapan tahun
kemudian, pada Mac 1987, berita
rentangnya tersiar di sebuah akhbar
tempa tan. Seorang pembaca yang
prihatin telah mengadu tentang hal
ini kepada Ketua Polis Ncgara
(KPN), dengan menghantar salinan
aduan kepada ALIRAN. Setiausaha
ALIRAN, Dr Hamima Dona
Mustafa, juga menulis kcpada KPN
untuk meminta beliau membetulkan kesilapan yang berlaku.
Jawapan yang diberi oleh
Penolong Ketua Urusetia kepada
KPN adalah iebih luarbiasa daripada
keluarbiasaan tadi. Bcliau menulis,
"Polis telah tidak dapat rnengesan
bapa kanak-kanak bernama Manonmoney untuk ditemusiasat berkaitan dakwaannya. Justeru itu,
sukar bagi polis untuk mempastikan
tuduhan yang dilemparkan kepada
anggota polis yang bertanggungjawab mengeluarkan Sijil Kelahiran
itu:·
disebut ,
setiausaha
Perlu
ALIRAN tclah menghantar salinan
foto Sijil Kelahlran itu kepada
polis. Di atasnya jelas tertulis
'Pariah'. Jika bukan anggota polis
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yang bertanggungjawab rnengcluarkannya yang menulis begitu. siapa
lagi? Apakah polis mengesyaki bapa
kanak-kanak itu sendiri yang
menulisnya?
Tambah Penolong Ketua Urusetia. "Perkataan India Pariah adalab am alan biasa (?)yang dicatitkan
di Sijil Kelahiran sekiranya orang
India yang melapurkan kelahiran
itu mcngaku (?) ia berketurunan
Pariah, sebagai contoh, orang
Melayu berketurunan Jawa dituliskan sebagai 'Melayu Jawa'!!!
Beliau
kemudian
mernberi
nasihat, "Sekiranya pihak tuan
masih musykil tentang penulisan
perkataan 'India Pariah' atau
'Melayu Jawa' dalam Sijil KeLahiran, tuan boleh berhubung
dengan Pejabal Pendaftaran Negara
untuk mendapatkan kcterangan
lanju t."'
Tcrpulang kepada kita samada
untuk merasa hairan bercampur
marah atau hairan bercampur sedih
atau hairan bercampur lucu dengan
j'!wapan ini. Tctapi mclihal gaya
penulisal'll1ya, seolah-olah beliau
sudah pun menghubungi Pejabat
Pendaftaran Negara dan mendapat
kepastian daripadanya bahawa
memang perkara India Pariah itu
suatu 'amalan biasa' .
Bagaimanapun, ALIRAN yang
'masih musykil' terus mengikut
nasihat beliau dan menulis kepada
Ketua Pengarah, Jabatan Pcndaftaran Negara (JPN) untuk mendapatkan
keterangan
lanJUl.
Syukurlah, akhirnya kemusykilan
ALIRAN selesai apabila Tirnbalan
Pengarah JPN menjawab dengan
mengatakan bahawa masalah ini
berpunca daripada kesalahan pihak
pendaftar Balai Polis berkenaan
dan bahawa keturunan seseorang
memadai ditulis ..ehagai Mclayu,
Cir1a a tau India sahaja. Seterusnya
beliau berusaha membctulkan kesilapan yang berlaku. Dan akhirnya,
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setelah dua tahun ALIRAN berutus
sural dcngan Ketua Polis Negara
dan Jabatan Pendaftaran Ncgara,
perkara ir1i d1selesaikan pada bulan ·
Februari 1989 apabila Manonmaney a/p Kotliswaran diberikan
Sijil Kelahiran baru dengan keturunanya dituliskan sebagai India
dan bukan lagi India Pariah.
Kita sebagai rakyat Malaysia
sewajarnya memahami sedikit sebanyak tentang latarbelakang, adat
kebudayaan dan sentimen kaumkaum di negara ini. lnilah kewajipan kita sebagai rakyal yang
hidup di sebuah negara pelbagai
kaum. Orang-orang yang bcrkedudukan tinggi dalam sesebuah
organisasi penting sepcrti polis,
apalagi seorang yang menjadi rembantu kanan kepada Ketua Polis
Negara, dan yang tentunya berpangkat
besar,
sepatutnya.
mempunyai cukup pengetahuan am
yang akan membolehkannya membetakan di antara 'India Pariah'
dan 'Melayu Jawa' serta mcnyedari
bahawa 'Pariah' merupakan suatu
istilah hina, yang mencemar maruah
insaniah, yang telah digunakan oleh
golongan Brahmin dan atasan lain
di India untuk menindas kaum
buruh dan mengckalkan status
mereka sendiri. Undang-undang
ncgara India sendiri telah mengharamkan penggunaanya.
Istilah ' India Pariah' tidak boleh
dibandingkan dengan 'Melayu Jawa'
yang merupakan rujukan kepada
salah satu rumpun bangsa Mclayu.
Sebetulnya ia dibandingkan dengan
istilah lndia Tamil. India Malayali
atau India Telugu. Besar kemungkinan murid-murid sekolah rcndah
p~·n akan tahu mengenai hal ini.
Pihak-pihak yang terlibat seharusnya mengambil iktibar daripada peristiwa ini. Ia tidak patut
berulang.
e
R. ELANGOVAN

SURVEY FOR ALIRAN MONTHLY READERS
We nrc conducung a survey to obtain your opinions and suggestions about the Aliran Mo.nthly. We hope that you will take
the time to answer the following questions. Please tick where appropriate.
I.
How much of the Monthly do you read on the average?

....•..... 100%

2.

.,........ sen-

other ............ 'l

.......... 75%
........... 25%
Listed below arc topics that are addressed regularly in the Aliran Monthly and some questions about them. Please tick the
appropriate answers:Which Topics
Which Topics
Do You Feel
Which Topics Do
Which Topics
You Feel Are
Do You Prefer
Should Be Give n
Should Be
Dropped?
To Read?
Not Fully Covered?
More Space?
Less Space?

F conomics/Oevelopruen 1
National Politics (elections,
political parties, political
scandals, ... )
Social i.~sues (ethnic
relations, labour issues,
corruption, poverty, ... )

-

Religion/Philosophy1
Ethics
Peace and Nuclear Issues
International Affairs
Human Rlghts
Law/Judicinr)'
Letters from the readers
Current Comment (Allran's
press statements)

3.

What, if any, topic(s) do you feel should be added?

4.

Do you find the articles:

YES

NO

Easy to read and understand?
Interesting?
If no, please comment:

5.

Do you find t11e layout of the Monthly attuctive and easy to follow?
............. YES
............. NO
lf no. please specify: .............................................................................................................................................................. .

6.

Since the Monthly began publication in January 1984, the price has remained unchanged. Would you be willin~ to pay Sl.20
per issue/$12.00 for one year subscription? (Sabah and Sarawak prices would remain the same.)
............. YES
............. NO

7.

In each month's issue, there IS an article in Bahasa Malaysia:

YES
a.
b.

c.
8.

NO

Do you usually read this article?
Would you want to see more artacles
written in Bahasa?
Do you think Aliran should publish a
second ma~nine entirely in Bahasa?
Additional comments ............................................................................................................................................................. .

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Your age group:
............. below 18

············· 18-24

············· 25-34

············· 35-44

············· 45-54

............. 55 and over

............. male

............. female

Sex:

Occupation:

·····························································································································································

How long have you been reading Aliran Monthly? ..............................................................,. ...... .
How many other people read your copy of the Monthly after you? ........... ... ... ........................... .
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ALIRAN

CURRENT
COMMENT
A record of Aliran's
complete press statements
made m the preceding month

SYABAS! REFORMS TO
RAPE LAWS
LIRAN is very happy that
at lo.~g last significant re·
forms have been introduced
to rape laws.
A convicted rapist will now
receive a mandatory jail sentence of
at least five years. The maximum
jail term for criminal force with
attempt to outrage modesty has
been increased from two to ten
years. It is also important to
observe that under the new laws,
the defence is not allowed to ad·
duce any evidence concerning the
sexual activity of the complainant
with any person other than the
accused except in certain specific
instances.
It would have been better if
certain other proposals made by
women's organizations had also
been incorporated into the new
laws. Restrictions on bringing up
the sexual history of a complainant
should have been extended to cover
all sexual offences, including
attempted rape and outrage of
modesty. All cases of rape should
be heard in camera and the identi·
ties of the victims should not be
revealed. The new rape laws should
have also included a provision for
mandatory whipping for all tho.se
convicted of the crime.
Be that as it may, ALIRAN
commends various women's organi·
zations in the country for their
tireless effo rts to get the govern·
ment to introduce amendments to
the Penal Code, the Criminal
Procedure Code and Evidence Act
1950 wit h the aim of enhancing
penalties fbr rape. These organiza·
tions have done a great service to
Malaysian society. They have help·
ed to impose legal curbs upon a
bestial crime. In the process they
have tried to protect the dignity of
the weak and the helpless, of young
girls, of mature women. of our
daughters, our sisters, our wives,
our mothers.
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Are you • •r• of the laues affecting our future?
Do you went to know what is really happenlng7
Get a graap of the inu81 and events that effect us as Malaysians
Whatever our ethnic or religious background.
Reed Allran Monthly.
We h•ve teekled •II torts of n.tionel and globel subjects. Poverty,
coiTIJptfon, democreey and national unity in Malay• Ia, apartheid ,
Third World development and human rlghu. Our epproach to
th118 inu81 l1 non-commu nal, non1Kterlan and t ruly multi·
reeial.

But don't take our word for it. Fill in this form and fi nd out for
you rself.
Ou r quest is for a just and humane IOCietv.

Join us In the struggle for Justice, Freedom and

Sollct.rityl
Aliran does not get any foreign fi nancial help. We depend
enti rely on Malaysian• for 1upport. The Ali ran Monthly whote
editorial teem works on a voluntary bells, is one of thll8 means
of Income. That is why your support 11 so vital. Invite your
friends to sublc:rlbe t o Allren Mont hly.
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ALIRAN PUBLICATIONS
loob In Efllllah
• REFLECTIONI ON THE~VI IAN
CONSTITUTION - t12.20 U
~ A !l()mpllltion of Plflll'l PNHII18d 1t 1 Conftrtfte!t on "Riflectlona on th1
MIIIYiitn Conttltutlon: 30 Y•n Aftlr Merdelc1." The toplca lddreiHd lnc:lude
th1 Hlatorlcal Beckground, tile Rolt of tn. Monerchy, th1 Roll of th1 Judjol1ry,
tht Rolt of tht Plrll1m1nt, the Rolt of the EKtcu11ve, St.te lnd Fedlrtl
Rtlltiont, th1 Rule of Llw, Fundlm1111el Ubertitc, tht Ethnic Dlmtnaiqtlllld
laltm In the Co!lltitutlon.
·
•

0

.

• FREEDOM IN FETTERS- 110.20
Comprehenalve atudy .of the .Ute of democrlcy In Maleyal1. 01111 with Ill the
l'lll)or llwa end lnetltutlona rtlevtnt to 1n undtntending of dtmocraey In
Meleyeil. It llCimlnee Ill ·the l'nljor trende 1nd dlvtlopmtnu which . hive
Influenced the prectiol of dtmocrecy In M1ilyal1.

0

.'

• DlALOOUE ON DEMOCRACY - t3.20
.Colltctjon of fiiiiChll m1dt by lelden of verioua political pert)es and public
lnttl'llt aoclttln In eonnectlon with th1 Third Ol1logue of Conc:t]ll · l)n
Ptrlllmentlry OtmocriCY,
• WE IHALL O~COME -.:lONGS OF
OF HUMANITY- ..UO U
.
A rich and varied collection of aonosdtlliog with reelity, hope, ff..<Som, Justice,
unity, pe~ce 1nd comp~~~~ion.

e THEAN TEIK: THE OTHER SIDE OF

DEVELOPMENT-13.20 (J ,
tht Thetn Teik &ida dispute objectively. raising the question ,
" Development for whom?"

~

Discu~s

0

• ARMI RACE: HUMANITY IN CRISIS - 16.20
Rtftecta ,i common hUITIInitlrlan viewpoint on the awfvl realit lea of modem
warfart lnd trttempts. to consider the trantforrftltlon of man and aocietv as the
meant tofvdl achieving a worldwide P4*8.

0

·

• CORRlwtlON :- 14.20
An eeally~
:rudablt, Informative and analYtical collection of pepen on variou~
Is aoci1l acourge pr~ by A! iran officials and guest apeakm at
an AJiran
lnar on Corruption.

· eapect1 of

Boob in

.J... Mllaywia

ALIRAN would also like to
compliment
Justice
Mustapha
Hussien who in a Higb Court
judgement advised women to seek
changes LO rape laws so lhat their
interests would be protected. The
Inspector General of Police Tan Sri
Haniff Omar also supported moves
to amend the laws.
The government, it must be said
was slow in responding to the calls
from various groups and individuals
lo increase the penalties for rape. It
took the government five years to
act.
When we consider the speed
wilb which the government has
acted in the past to amend the
·constitution and amend laws when·
ever its own interests are at stake,
this slow response is most disap·
pointing.
What is even worse is the way in
which certain government back·
benchers approached the parlia·
mentary debate on the new rape
laws last. week. They made inl'an~
tile, immature, insulting remarks
about women and sex. An opposi·
tion Member of Parliament also
joined in the frivolity. They should
be ashamed of themselves. They
had trivialized and vulgarized an act
of indignity that affects the
integrity of all of us, women and
men. Their attitude is a ret1ection
of the male chauvinism that prevails
in certain high circles in tbis
country.

PER~

• 6
LAN - S3.70 0
~leah As\a Tanggera · Selamat7 Menppa .T trdaAit Ktmicklnan Oalam
Masyal'lklt h<ita7 Apabh • D" Kebudayaan National? Mengape Adanya
Ktkurengan \jiumah? Mengapa Wujudnya PolariJaSi Kaum7' Dapatken jewapan·
nya dalam b4ku ini.

e JSA DAN KESELAMATAN NEGARA- $6.20

0

The Executive Committee
26 March 1989
The above sta tement d id
appear in any daily - Editor

not

Buku inl mambicarekan undlng-undanlf ISA. Ia ,.memaparkan tentang ketidak·
adilanny1, t~tang kezalimannva. Ia cuba member! 111mberan , tentang apa
aebenamva yang berlaku peda bulan Okt ober 1987 bile tebih 100 orang
ditanglcap dl bawah ISA.

e PANOANGAN ALIRAN - $10.20

0

Mtnllai perso.lan-pe1101lin masvarakat IICII'a krlt is dan rasional. Mengkajl
penyakit macyarakat aeperti 1111ueh, perkauman, kamiskinan dan penindasan.
MengandungJ pendapat, analiae, cadtngan dan komen AJiran tenting isu-isu
$18!11• yang'jarang teraiar d i akhbar ..khber tempatan.

0

• CABARAN·CABARAN SEMASA - $7.20
&iatu kajian yang mendatani tentang cabaran-cabaran yang kita hadapl dalam
bldeng dtmokrasi, ekonoml, kemllyirlkltan, pendidikan, kemanuslaan, hak
uasl man'usle dan hal-ehwal antll'lbe,.a.

---------------

i

··lndlcaa number ordtNd In box.ntKt to 1itle•.

Heme: Mr/ MB/Ma .........................................................................................................

Addreto: ............. ...........................................................................................................

-

. .....,;............................................................................................ ......................................
,

ltnc'- money ordtr/pooUol order/ cheque no . ............................................................ .
~ .................................. for the oum of .. :.............................................................. ..
Ple.e include
fO< benk commission ior oulltetlon chequt1.
•
For local otden, pne. quoted.,. i"!'lusl... of"""""'·
FOf o - orditn, P<i... quoted in US$ wltll ~of toiOI order f11r ourt.c:lt mall
.end 100%of total ordot for alrmell.

_,.150
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JUSTICE AND LANGUAGE
ecent newspaper repor ts
indicate that the govern·
ment and the judiciary
intend to implement the use of
Bahasa Malaysia in · all Courts in
about 5 years' ti me. Aliran is
perturbed that a matter of such
importance and complexity could
be su bject to a simple time-table.
The public is entitled to know what
co ncre te plans if any have been
prepared for the adoption of
Bahasa Malaysia as the medium of
Co urt proceedings so that one .:an
be assured that a rational approach
will prevail. Politics, especially of
the jud iciary must not be allowed
to influence policies in Court
administration.
J ustice remains the paramount

R

only I may gi-ow FIRMER,
SIMPLER, QUIETER, WARMER."

nAG~~foLD."U
consideration and in this regard,
efficiency of lhe Courts is involved.
The insufficiency of reference
books, law reports and even capable
Court iuLerprel.crs has to be
remedied. One cannot put. a time·
frame on this task until a proper
survey is first carried out. Suffice it.
to note that in India after over 40
years of Independence, proceedings
of the superior Courts are still
exempted to a greater or lesser
extent from the usage of the
national language.
But in Lhe final analysis Malaysians have to accept that justice
and compelence are values that
transcend language and culture. The
history of llte main religions
induding Tslam has shown the preeminence of llUch basic values
beyond the confines of p!trticular
cultures and communities.

29 March 1989

Gan Teik Chee
Exco Member

The above statement did not appear
in any daily - Editor

TORTURE UNDER THE ISA

A

!iran deeply regrets to learn
'that torture of polilical
detainees arrested under the
Internal Security Act has again
occurred in this country .
The latest case tha:t has come to
light
concerns
Encik
Ab_dul
Rahman Bin Harnzah. somettme
political Secretary to the former
Sarawak Chier Minister, Tun Abdul
Rahman Yaacob. The details of the
treatment he has received at the
hands of his interrogators while
under questioning make horrific
reading. It is clear that he was fore·
ed by inhuman and degra?ing
torture to confess to vanous
accusations of the Special Branch
against him, so as to expedite ~he
process of interrogation. The Pohce
must be concerned that basic
decency and professionalism have
been violated by the interrogating
officers responsible.
We therefore call upon the
Government to institute a Royal
Commission of Enquiry into the
allegations of torture in Encik
Abdul Rahman's case as well as in
.respect of all political detainees
under questioning by the Special
Branch. Unless such an Enquiry is

commenced
immediately,
the
public will soon come to treat the
Police, particularly the Special
Branch, with disgust and wiLb
contempt.
Gan Teik Chee
ExcoMember

31 March 1989

The above statement did not appear
in any daily -Editor

THE DAYABUMI BLAST

W

hoever is responsible for
the bomb blast at Dayabumi in Kuala Lumpur
deserves U1e condemnation of lhe
entire Malaysian nation. Innocent
people have become the victims of
this act of madness.
ALIRAN notes that t.his is lhe
third bomb blast in Kuala Lumpur
within the last 6 days. We are beginning to wonder whether this is part
of some plan Lo give an impression
to llle outside world that Malaysia
is potentially unstable or Kuala
Lumpur has become unsafe. Or are
lhese bomb blasts a reflection of
.the escalation of violence within
our society?
Whatever it. is, ALIRAN hopeli
that the authorities will investigate
tl]oroughly the Dayabumi blast and
other recent bomb explosions. The
culpril 9! culprits should be
apprebemled and punished appropriately.
We must not allow the innocent
to suffer because of Lhe maniacal
tendencies of a few insane in·
dividuals in our midst.

11 April 1989

P Ramakrishnan
Exco Member

The above statement did not appear
in any daily -Editor

MAY 13TH AND THE
BENTONG BY-ELECTION

I

t is regrettable that the Elections
Commission has fixed polling

day for the Bentong by-election
for 13 May .

13 May has a negative connotation because of the ethnic riot that
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broke out in Kuala Lumpur on that
day 20 years ago. The Government
has kept reminding ·the people of
May 13th often wit.h the aim of
frightening them into supporting
the ruling Barisan. 'May 13lh' has
been a powerful weapon in Lbe
hands of the Barisan which it wields
freely during elections.
By choosing 13 May as the
polling day, the Elections Commission is obviously working hand-il'·
glove with Lbe Barisan. This raises a
very important question about the
independence and integrity of the
Elections
Commission.
The
Commission should not act as if it
is a mere tool of the ruling Barisan.
lJ this continues to happen, the
pubJic will have serious doubts
about the integrity of th~ Plrcloral
process itself.

12 April1989

Gan Kong Hwee
Exco Member

The above statement did not appear
in any daily - Editor

THE iNSTITUTION OF THE

MONARCHY
he !<1onarchical system as
conceived in l.h2 Malaysian
Constitution is a neutral
institution which stands above
party politics. It is a symbol of
unity and is regarded. as a defender
of justice.
The monarchy can only perform
its duty as a unifying force if it
does not gel involved in party or
factional politics. The actions or a
monarch should not give the
impression that he is taking the side
of this or that faction or individual
in a particular political feud. A
monarch whether at State or
Federal level should be seen to be
fair and just to all groups and
communities under his charge.
It is in this connect.ion that
ALIRAN is a little distressed by
recent actions of certain Rulers.
We can only hope that good sense
will prevail and Lbe monarchical
system will remain above politics.

T

..

~

HamimaDon~ Mustafa
13 April 1989
Secretary

The above statement did not appear
in any daily - Editor

May peace be with you.
You wiJJ notice on the back page of this issue that
we have a new printer.
The printer for the March issue (Aliran Monthly 9:3)
was Atasa Printing and Paper Products. Atasa was also
the printer for the February issue.
Before Atasa, our printer was Sim Press. Sim Press
had printed the Monthly from October/November
1987 to January 1989. Our printer before Sim Press
was of course Ganesh Printing Works. Ganesh did our
Monthly from January 1984 to September 1987. It
also printed our Quarterly before that.
Why has Aliran been forced to change printers so often
in the last one-and-half years or since the crackdown
on democracy of 27 October 1987? Jt is because of
the pressure that the authorities have been applying
upon those who print the Ali ran Monthly. Ganesh.
for instance, did not get its licence (after its earlier
licence had expired) for several months. After having
suffered so much and lost such a great deal in terms
of business and money, Ganesh is. understandably,
apprehensive about doing Aliran work.

It is reliably learnt that the authorities had also applied
pressure upon Sim Press. As a result, Sim is no longer
printing the Monthly. Did the same thing happen to
Atasa?
What will happen to our current printer? Is this what
:)fess freedom means? Does it mean the freedom to
tave a publishing licence but not to print what we
want to say?

It is obvious that this is yet another attempt to
throttle dissent and to suffocate criticism in Malaysian
SOCiety.

What the government is doing to our printers
reminds us of that cynical comment that is so popular
in our country. "Of course, there is freedom of
speech; what we don't have is freedom after speech."
EDITOR
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